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NE CAN GROW WEARY OF PHILOSOPHICAL AND

theological debate. However unlikely that may be
these days, it does seem possible. So I'm not sure I
would enjoy the fourth century Constantinople
William Placher mentions in his essay in this issue,
a place where, "If you ask for change, they philosophize for you about generate and ingenerate
natures. If you inquire about the price of a loaf of
bread, the answer is that the Father is greater and
the Son inferior. If you speak about whether the
bath is ready, they express the opinion that the Son
was made out of nothing." Sometimes you just
want a donut and a coffee, and that's all.
To be fair, although no one would mistake us
for Constantinople, here in the cool Midwest there
has been a good deal of theological debate recently,
most of it having to do with the second person of
the Trinity. Or, rather, Mel Gibson's presentation
of the second person and his passion. And, as in
Constantinople, it isn't only academics arguing
about the film. Last week at the supermarket as I
was trying to rush home with the evening's
groceries, two cashiers were discussing the film,
and looking to me for nodding approval. They
were troubled by how much money Gibson was
making from the movie-one didn't like Gibson,
anyway-and they refused to contribute to his
wealth. Rather than The Passion, they were going
to save their money for Scooby-Doo 2: Monsters
Unleashed. Maybe Constantinople wouldn't be so
bad after all.
There is something refreshing about a store
clerk's readiness to publicly engage questions of
Trinitarian theology. But there is also something
troubling about my cashier's willingness to publicly
pronounce on the demerits of The Passion of the
Christ. Why was she so comfortable in publicly
criticizing an artwork in the presence of harried
shoppers and, in this case, an obviously learned
professor with greater things-was I supposed to
buy eggs?-on his mind? Perhaps because it was an
artwork she was criticizing and she, like many,
assumes that when it comes to the evaluation of
art, one view is as good as another. Perhaps because
her criticism of the film was, ostensibly, moral criticism-Mel Gibson shouldn't be making all that
money off the story of Jesus-and all moral criti-

cism is, to her mind, subjective and personal, if not
private. Or, perhaps, because in our world what is
important is merely the communication of information, what matters is that one has something to
say, that one contributes to the information pool,
not the merit or the accuracy or fairness of what
one says.
Why we may have abandoned a concern for
the merit, accuracy, and fairness of our comments
is hard to explain. That we have seems clear. At
one and the same time we appear more and more
interested in accessing new information and more
and more dubious about the accuracy of any information we may access. There is good cause for
skepticism about information delivered to us; both
the White House and the contenders for the
throne, as well as those who report on their speech,
appear to value the presentation of information
more than truth itself. Given the real paucity of
reliable information (and the interest of others in
convincing us that there is a real paucity of reliable
information) about things that really matter to us,
one might expect shut down. That, however, is not
the case.
Citizens of the information age, we have come
to assume that there is great value in mere information, and especially, or perhaps exclusively, great
value in personal information. Philosopher Harry
Frankfurt wrote some years ago that one consequence of the postmodern loss of confidence that
we can know how things really are "has been a
retreat from the discipline required by the ideal of
correctness to a quite different sort of discipline,
which is imposed by pursuit of an alternatively
ideal of sincerity." I am suggesting that a yet newer
ideal is that of information production and distribution; the personal is now one more commodity
in a marketplace of "me's." My cashier contributed
to the world by stating her immediate thoughts and
feelings about Mel Gibson. The sincerity of these
thoughts was not an issue; the value lay in the
production and distribution of new information.
Our preference now is for electronic information in some shape or form. Electronic information
is "alive," and because it is alive and moving, more
"visual," and thus more immediate, than print.
Industrious folks need information nuggets that we

can access quickly and easily. I swear that this is the
truth: some churches are replacing their newsletters with LCD screens with colorized computer
images appearing in five-ten second intervals as a
way of communicating with the congregation.
What they read in the bulletin handed to them may
not take, but the LCD will burn an image into their
mind. But how would one preach to a congregation that best absorbed information in this way?
What might be the best way for these people to
pass the peace or to receive the body and blood of
Christ? What would they make of the very idea of
worship? Still, we assume, this is what we need to
effectively communicate today; this is how we must
deliver information.
Of course we process most of our new information from a means that was unthinkable even
fifteen years ago-the internet-another form of
electronic information increasingly valued at the
expense of the traditional print medium. This
information is vast, easily retrieved, "alive," and
thoroughly first-person. Take blogging (originally,
web-logging). It is unclear how many blogs there
currently are. One source claims an unsubstantiated (and unbelievable, even if you count every
fifteen-year old kid in the nation with computer
access) "hundreds of thousands." In any case, there
are quite a few, given the evolution of blogs from
filters for information about new websites in 1993
to their current status, begun in the late 1990's, as
online diaries and journals. Why the blogging revolution? According to the successful journalist and
blogger Andrew Sullivan, blogs do two things that
online print journals (Not to mention the old-fashioned journals like this one!) can't do. First, they
are more personal. "Readers increasingly doubt the
authority of The Washington Post or National
Review, despite their grand-sounding titles and
large staffs. They know that behind the curtain are
fallible writers and editors who are no more inherently trustworthy than a lone blogger who has
earned a reader's respect." Secondly, according to
Sullivan, bloggers "seize the means of production,"
eliminating the need for editor and publisher.
Blogging is popular because we value information
and we value a "fair" distribution of information.
But blogging distorts and exaggerates the value of
the "personal."
To be sure, the appeal is that blogs are more
personal than most people feel they should be in
public, and often in private. Most cashiers are
happy enough just to smile and ask about one's day,
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and rightly so. Furthermore, it would become
pretty tedious for even my extrovert cashier to vent
about Mel Gibson to more than a half dozen
customers. But in her blog, just one vent and all
who surf by can retrieve her personal views. (One
might wonder just why all those folks are so
curious about what people they don't know think
of Mel Gibson or George W. Bush or John
Ashcroft. But there's a lot about the internet that is
mysterious-like does anyone really respond to
those ads that promise to strengthen and
lengthen-never mind.) But why is it a good thing
that a lot of people have access to a lot of views of
a lot of people they don't know? It may be good
for the mental and emotional health of the bloggers, perhaps. And I would rather that people work
out their issues somewhere I don't have to be
exposed to them. But at what social price? Neither
the gushing of a sixteen-year old kid about his day
nor the ranting of his father is equal in value to the
edited reflections of a professionally trained journalist. As Bernard Williams has suggested, the
internet is creating a global village, with the disadvantages of both globalization and village. The
mainstay of villages, gossip, is produced and
distributed alongside reliable information, with no
means of discriminating between the two. At the
same time that more voices the world over are able
to be heard, we are more able to talk with large
numbers of voices that are exactly like our own,
never really reading and engaging the thoughts of
those who are different from us as we might have
to even in a village.
This is not meant to be yet another Luddite
screed, although the technology is not as innocent
as we normally suppose. It is, rather, a reminder of
the preciousness of language and the value of a
genuine expertise that is more than sincerity, both
of which are easily forgotten in an election year,
both of which are essential to anything that is a
tradition, both of which require care and tending
lest they die. The Word became flesh and dwelt
among us, died on the cross, and was raised from
the dead. That story we now speak and sing in
words entrusted to us, in words better than our
own. Pity the generation that has none who speak
and sing in a voice worthy of the Word. Pity the
generation that, in all the noise, cannot hear the
angel band. f
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Joe Hoover

SOMETIMES I DON'T UNDERSTAND WHY

I DITCHED
acting in New York to go and join a religious order.
I liked New York. I had some nice things going and
it didn't make sense to leave it all behind. In the
end though, it was like the hens had finally come
to roost. This religious itch had been nagging for
years and there was no denying it any longer.
Nothing would be its match. Not even the dirty
sleepless crammed-in euphoria of life in New York.
The first apartment I shared in the city was infested
with mice and cockroaches. They were everywhere. My roommate Pierre called each mouse
"she," as in "she went under the fridge ." It made
them a little more personal, but it didn't do a lot
for the problem. He didn't mind the mice but I did;
they freaked me out when they rustled in the
garbage or darted across the floor from one wall to
another. My other roommate, Lawrence, was
pretty much just gone a lot, either catering or practicing with his band The Fame Junkies.
We lived on the lower east side, at the time
undergoing yet another of its many transformations. The dirty corner store across the street
closed down, which made me sad because I used to
get milk and 50-cent cinnamon rolls there. Later it
became a gleaming real estate storefront. That
made me even sadder. At night in that first summer,
young men played basketball across the street
while other guys stood around their cars playing
poker on the hoods and listening to salsa. It was
too loud to sleep but too hot to close the windows
of my room. The temperature was in the hundreds
for several days. The streets smelled awful. I
worked in a warehouse in Queens for seven dollars
an hour and I had to ride two subways and two
busses to get there. In some way, maybe even
unknown to myself, I loved all these problems. I
loved New York.
Over time, though, I came to realize that my
life wasn't quite up to snuff. But it was hard admitting that. I think about times like riding the
commuter train to this small town called Croton-

on-Hudson with my acting mentor Floyd. It's a
couple years after I've come to New York and, if
you look at things in a certain way, it's still pretty
great. Floyd and I are laughing like crazy and
talking about theatre. The Hudson's going by to
the left of us and kids from Columbia are out
rowing. I'm going to a fun and lucrative job
teaching acting to kids. I'm coming from a run of a
show I'm in, or maybe a production of my own
play. In some ways, this is all I ever wanted. Yet
even now, here on this happy train, in the midst of
this creative joy, there's still this feeling. A feeling
I've had, in one way or another, for years now.
Sure, they like me in Croton at my school. We
collaborate on wild Shakespearean productions
and the children often stun their teachers with
their performances. I've landed some good roles
myself and I'm getting better at the craft, strolling
the boards as a seething romantic blowhard in
Chekhov's The Bear, a happy-go-lucky father in
Merry Wives of Windsor, a bitter confused Italian
in We Won't Pay, We Won't Pay. I go on as a
hapless, drifting young man in The Ditch, a
regretful innkeeper in a Christmas revue, and a
bloodthirsty mortician in the cannibal film epic,
Persona Au Gratin. There's not a lot more I could
really ask for.

LINGS

ARE GOOD FOR ME EVEN OUTSIDE THE

theatre. Some nights I'll find myself crouched
down on sidewalks rooting through discarded
boxes of books. Inevitably, I'm joined by other
people-a city of desperate readers! How
wonderful! I have friends who call me up and
invite me to plays, picnics in Central Park, anarchist dance parties on river piers or whatever other
intense and perfect experience we're all certain we
can have in this city. I teach confirmation classes to
bright, poor Dominican children whose mothers
work in factories. I go to mass at an old immigrant
church that started out as San Guiseppe, then

Something I'm trying to ignore as it continues to
became St. Joseph, and then transformed into
however you say "St. Joseph" in Chinese.
haunt me. And I can't ride a subway to this
mystery or put it in a backpack. I can't seem to act
Maybe it goes without saying that even then
there was a hard and sad part to my life too.
it out of my body or write it out of my b~ain. Is it
Sometimes I got caught up in an overwhelming
the beckoning drumbeat of the Church? The
weirdly attractive passion of Christ? The harsh
hopelessness about the whole thing. Those endless
edges of commitment itself? Simply doing someauditions, long lines out the building and down the
thing I can't go back on? Whatever it is I'm after,
block; a hundred young guys in black mock turtlenecks, stretching and humming and waiting,
it's deeper than the plays and films, more durable
waiting, waiting. A dirty, desolate subway platform
than protest and terror.
at two in the morning listening for the F train, and
As I said, this is not the first time I've been
bothered by this thing. When I was about to gradyou think to yourself: Nowhere above or below is
anything good, nor will it ever be. And the arrival
uate from my Catholic high school, I was asked if I
of a train brings only a brief stay of this bleakness.
had ever thought about being a priest. This quesBut I have to believe a lot of people living in New
tion is the kind that makes you freeze, shuffle your
York-or anywhere, for that matter-are afflicted
feet, and look around to make sure none of your
with this same discontentfriends have overheard it. I
ment. It's nothing potent
So at last I say to a religious answer something like, "I
don't know." But the quesenough to drive me away.
order,
the
Jesuits,
I
want
to
be
Sometimes it even feels like
tion sticks. It gives a form to
with you. I'll go to where
what I'm supposed to go
that vague spiritual longing,
they
look
at
and
talk
about
that mystery, which had been
through, and it's okay. In the
growing
inside me, somewhole, I have little to
this mystery all the time.
complain about. My rent is
Where they even call a halt to times as constant-and as
welcome-as a tapeworm,
low. My haircuts are cheap. I
sex while they do so, and for
dress up like a billionaire and
for some years already. As I
some
this
restraint
lasts
the
leave high school, the quesgo to Wall Street to protest
rest of their lives. I don't
tion hunches in the back of
construction of a new stock
my mind as some far-off
exchange. I jog along the East
entirely know whether what
River and every time I see the
possibility,
and then inches its
I've done here is naive or
Statue of Liberty I get all
way to the front. I go to
brave or just kind of strange. college
and afterwards I
flushed and run faster, as if
become a community organchasing after the exalted
izer in Boston. At my lowest points out there- in
promise of life itself. I bundle up in a green and red
the wind and the cold with no one joining the
flannel shirt I found on a fence post-all but given
group or coming to a meeting or itching like I was
to me by New York. Even September 11, strangely
to topple the ruling class-in those times I call up
enough, brought me to a deeper fondness for the
the phrase which has become like an old friend:
life of the city, draped as it was in smoke and
just
go be a priest. And I am comforted. Then,
flowers, votives and guns, voices wearily begging
inevitably, life gets better and the phrase disappears
for peace, lines thick with people who suddenly
needed to put their blood into someone else's body.
from my mind.
The rising and falling of this longing
continues after I leave organizing and become a
THESE THINGS AND IT'S STILL NOT ENOUGH
busboy, a dishwasher, an actor in community
theatre, a short order cook, a warehouse worker,
to stay here. Even with all this wild, pungent hearta copy editor, and a bit player in a tour of Twelfth
stopping reality, it's like there's a haze over my life.
Like I'm not seeing something clear. It's as if my
Night, strolling onstage night after night to
proclaim my cherished, "Will you go hunt, my
whole body is in the water but I still haven't put my
Lord?" Then I come to New York to throw everyhead under and my hair's out and dry and blowing
thing I have into theatre and to see if, once and
around, just blowing around. There's a mystery I
for all, the question of the priesthood will leave
keep trampling underfoot or steaming right past.
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me. After three years of that wonderful city, the
damn tapeworm is still there.
So at last I say to a religious order, the Jesuits,
I want to be with you. I'll go to where they look at
and talk about this mystery all the time. Where
they even call a halt to sex while they do so, and
for some this restraint lasts the rest of their lives.
(I've chosen to decide whether I'm going to go be
a priest in the midst of the great clergy sex scandal.
When I tell friends what I'm doing, they're not
exactly turning cartwheels over my decision.) I
don't entirely know whether what I've done here is
naive or brave or just kind of strange.
Before I leave New York to join the Jesuits, I
meet this Jewish girl and we sit by the East River at
midnight and watch the party boats go by as people
on the shore take down their volleyball nets. We
wander over to a place called Tonic and we sit
inside an old half-barrel in the dim smoky light of
their basement. We dance and talk and sip our
drinks. I try to be above falling, falling, falling for
her because in a few days I'll be leaving for the
Jesuits. In the end, nothing happens. It's as near as
I have come to an act of pure faith in my life,
telling myself as we stand there painfully close,
God has something more than this in store for me.
I walk back to my apartment sort of dazed.
Then I leave and soon I'm with the Jesuits at a
novitiate house in St. Paul, Minnesota. They have
me do a thirty-day routine of spiritual exercises.
It's silent the whole time and you pray and then do
whatever else you want. I make fires in a glassenclosed fireplace in an upper room of our house
and read or look at the snow. I watch the kids get
out of school across the street at 3 o'clock, their
mothers leaving silver vans to meet them at the
door, everyone cold yet happy. Sometimes I try to
pray in this upper room, but I make a fire first and
then end up spending my entire prayer time
checking to see if the fire is still going okay. I throw
more logs on. I stoke and pray and look and stoke.
The house is heated and a fire isn't really necessary,
but something about the flames draws me and
won't let go. As if I'd been compelled to leave
everything I had just to come here to build a small
fire in a glass cave.

s

OMETIMES FOR PRAYER I WALK OUTSIDE, THROUGH
the streets or down some nearby railroad tracks. A
song is in my head and I carry a stick. I contem-

plate the story of the Prodigal Son, the killing of
Abel, meditate on How to Attain Divine Love. I
wonder if it's illegal to walk down railroad tracks.
It's twilight and snowy and no trains come. I go
through the neighborhoods and I can hear fathers
laughing with their children while they shovel the
snow, a noise so good that it feels unreal. Or there
is a grim and solitary eleven-year old with his hands
to the snow blower. I find myself quietly happy to
know kids still do unpleasant things out of obedience. I wonder if this says something about me.
Who am I obeying, really? Some bizarre and
romantic desire for hardship and loneliness? The
same desire that pushed me to throw myself at the
mercy of casting directors and dramaturges? To
trudge through poor neighborhoods and invite
people into a social revolution they sometimes had
little inclination to join? Is it on the streets of St.
Paul, Minnesota that I will finally achieve clarity?
The ultimate casting call? One final uprising of a
soul into that rarified place it has always sought? I
only know it is cold out and that I'm trying like hell
to listen to God.

IN

nm RETREAT THEY HAVE ME DRAG oUT ALL MY
sins from their poor hiding places to look them
over. I flush out all the times I've grappled with
some form of despair. Those nights underground
waiting for a train. Countless mornings waking up
and wondering if anything anywhere is really
worth it. Despair is the worst thing there is, the
invisible poison that laces every sin. I seem to have
trafficked in despair all my life. Never fully
believing things will be okay, and then almost
always being proven wrong. Realizing my utter
lack of faith completely depresses and unsettles me
to no end.
I then look at my gifts, the places where love
and grace appeared out of nowhere, like songs in
the night. Then I pull out the life and death of Jesus
and look at that. The point of all this exploration
is to try to go somewhere in the body and brain,
and in the soul, too, where I can say, "I want to be
with Jesus no matter what. I'll go teach high school
in Zaire or I'll say the rosary nine times a day for
nine weeks straight. I'll sit on people's couches and
ask them for money. I'll get through chastity. I'll do
whatever Jesus asks."
One night near the end of the retreat, I'm in
my bedroom praying and, because it's part of the

-
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routine, I start talking to Mary, a figure in the
We're crouched down on the floor looking at his
Catholic faith whom I have never been very excited
candles and a rocket he drew and pictures of Jesus,
about. She has seemed too docile and quiet. A dupe
and a priest named Henri, and the archangel
for God. A model for women expert at vanishing
Michael, and his dead brother, Adam. These icons
into the background. But Mary, I begin to see, is
sit in his prayer corner, a cardboard box covered
just a girl. Like girls I've known. Fun, interesting,
with a bandana; somehow, Michael has found me
lively, bold, kind. Very real. Someone you can talk
worthy to help him worship here.
to. I tell her what's going on with me at this particWhen we pray, Michael talks to his brother
ular time and she talks back. Calls me by name.
Adam, who himself could never talk, as if Adam is
Laughs. Acts coy. Gives advice. Pretty much, I'm
right there. Michael says to Adam, "You are in my
floored.
heart," and he means it. As if Adam were, literally,
When we finish I imagine how I would relate
a tiny man abiding in Michael's aorta. He also says
this story to the other novices. How I talked with
to Adam, every time, "You gotta' help me." I think
Mary the Girl, right there in my personal space.
Michael says this because his mind is ravaged by
Not in some mystical vision or
illness, because he is hunched
appantwn, just a simple
over when he walks, and he
Then, in the midst of all
prayer of contemplation that
can't speak very fast, or eat
this~ I say to God what I
anyone could offer. In my
very fast, or get anywhere fast,
of
could
not
have
dreamed
mind I am telling them excitonly slowly. Because every
saying ever before: cci don~t single solitary morning
edly, I never knew it could be
this way. This suddenly starts
want peace from my sins~ I Michael hates waking up.
me crying. And crying, and
Michael is the kind of
only want to do Your will.~~
crying. Then I pray this prayer
guy who, if he is in his room
It~s then that the haze over
called the Anima Christi and
and needs someone, puts his
my life disappears. The
now an image of Jesus hanging
fingers in his mouth and makes
mystery of why rve come
on the cross is very close too,
as if to whistle, but instead just
and I keep on bawling. I
screams. Or says, "Somebody
here clears up. I go to the
consider going downstairs to a
come and help me!" if he has
upper room and make
secluded room to finish my
fallen off his bed while trying
another fire and thank God
praying because I don't want
to get his clothes on.
for such stunning grace.
everyone to hear me wailing.
Sometimes he stumbles when
I don't think I've ever
he walks into a room and, with
cried for as long. Not even when I was little and my
the precious bravado of a child sitcom actor he
mom told me my brother had been killed. My
mutters, "Some days you just can't win." You look
crying goes on for so long I have time to stand
at him, all but stunned for about the millionth time
outside myself, to watch myself, to wonder exactly
that you were ever given the chance to live with a
man like Michael Arnett. One day he says to me,
what is going on here. Then, in the midst of all this,
I say to God what I could not have dreamed of
"You are in my heart." I freeze for a few seconds,
saying ever before: "I don't want peace from my
and stop breathing.
sins, I only want to do Your will." It's then that the
L'Arche has a lot of people like Michael living
haze over my life disappears. The mystery of why
in homes with people who help them. I am there as
I've come here clears up. I go to the upper room
one who has just finished the Spiritual Exercises of
and make another fire and thank God for such
St. Ignatius of Loyola. I come cresting on a spiritual
stunning grace.
typhoon. I look around sometimes and can't help
but feel how beautiful and spiritual it must be to
live as one of these weak and vulnerable and honest
***
people who talk directly to the dead. Who scream
Following my retreat and a short period of selfhappily when they mean to whistle. Who make
examination, the order sends me to L'Arche
loud, moaning noises in church because they have
Daybreak, a community outside Toronto. There I
no control over their bodies and voices. How beaumeet Michael and we pray together in his room.
tiful all of this is. How holy and blessed are these
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wounded people, because I have become awake to
the holiness of all life!! If this is an ark, I think at
these moments, the waters surrounding it are
surely baptismal because everything that happens
here is anointed.
On the other hand, if all that happens at
L'Arche is holy, then I am equally awe-struck at the
pain of being anointed in that same way. Maybe
those waters do not always feels baptismal. Maybe
those back pew moans are not delightful. Maybe
they are moans and screams at the horror of being
engulfed and drowned and helpless to do anything
about it because you just don't have it in you. Being
at the mercy of newly-epiphanied, spiritually
ecstatic people like me who come and go for six
weeks, six months, a year at a time. Being taken
care of, all the time, day in and day out. Always a
burden, always suffering. Maybe that is why
Michael watches Batman movies, puts on
Superman t-shirts, sleeps in Spiderman pajamas. To
clothe himself in powers alien to his body, as a
defense against the flood. Yet there he is, stumbling
around with that big red "S" on his chest, and it all
feels like a cruel joke.
***

I now think that my religious life-maybe my entire
life-has taught me two basic things. First, to look at
a man such as Michael Arnett and say, even with all
the horror and pain there: Here trips and hunches
and moans the holy one. Here sputters the living,
breathing, beat-to-hell Jesus. I believe this deeply
and it's an awesome belief. The only belief I'll stake
everything on. God is closer than I ever realized.
Mary sits on my floor and listens to me. The cross I
can plant wherever I want to and talk with Jesus as

he dies. This is a joy above almost any other I've
known. It's true, I never thought it could be this way.
The second thing I've learned is that the pain
and misery of someone like Michael, redemptive
though it may be, is still pain and misery. In some
ways, this pain is also planted in me. It, too, will
probably never go away. An abiding sadness can yet
rise around me. Even after the late-night torrent of
grace, despair sometimes creeps in. My life still
gets hazy. There are so many questions I don't
quite know what to do with. Questions that deal
with the memory of a girl, untouched on a riverbank; a strange longing to hear a rustling in the
garbage, to spend a sleepless night in a hot and
dirty city; a profound love for all those damn
heartbreaking actors, standing in endless lines,
clerking in offices, scraping and hustling for their
break; a nagging wonder and confusion over all the
poor still waiting to be organized, the liberation
that wants to take place. There were shadows in
New York as there are in St. Paul, and Toronto, and
all the points between. As I move toward taking
vows, I don't always know what I'm doing or why
I'm doing it. Sometimes I don't even pray and I
can't explain to myself why not. In about a thousand ways I am a complete novice in a religious
order, and a human order. In a faith and a priesthood and a way of being with the holy. I have few
illusions of myself and my ability to understand my
life. I have only a mystery to tend to, like stoking a
small fire in winter.
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God is Triune-so what?
William C. Placher

B

EUEF IN THE TRINI1Y SEEMS A5 IF IT OUGHT TO

be at the center of Christian faith. Christians are
baptized in the name of the Father and the Son and
the Holy Spirit, the development of the doctrine of
the Trinity was probably the greatest intellectual
accomplishment of the early Church, and talk
about the Trinity still fills our liturgy and our
hymns. "Holy, holy holy. . . . God in three Persons,
blessed Trinity." Trinity College. Trinity Lutheran
Church. An outsider would have no doubt at all
that this Trinity thing, whatever it is, must be of
central importance to these Christians.
And yet. My guess is that a great many of us
have rarely if ever heard a sermon on the Trinity.
The average contemporary preacher hopes that
Trinity Sunday will come on Father's Day or Flag
Day or some occasion that provides an excuse for
preaching about something else. The distinguished
twentieth century Catholic theologian Karl Rahner
observed that, if the doctrine of the Trinity had to
be dropped as false, most Christians today would
carry on their lives pretty much as before. The
Trinity may be in the printed catechism, he said,
but it is not in the catechism of the heart.
When the bishop and theologian Gregory of
Nyssa moved to Constantinople in the fourth
century, he heard debates about the Trinity on
every street corner. "Garment sellers, money
changers, food vendors," he wrote, "they are all at
it. If you ask for change, they philosophize for you
about generate and ingenerate natures. If you
inquire about the price of a loaf of bread, the
answer is that the Father is greater and the Son
inferior. If you speak about whether the bath is
ready, they express the opinion that the Son was
made out of nothing." Well, maybe it's different
up here in Valparaiso, but I've lived in
Crawfordsville, Indiana for thirty years and don't
think I've ever heard an argument about the
Trinity in the grocery store.
Is it because we all agree? Or is it because we
10 j 11
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just don't much care? Dorothy L. Sayers, theologian and writer of mystery stories, once remarked
that to the average churchgoer today, the mystery
of the Trinity means, "The Father is incomprehensible, the Son is incomprehensible, and the whole
thing is incomprehensible. Something put in by
theologians to make it more difficult-nothing to
do with daily life or ethics." So we often still seem
to assume. Hard enough to believe in God, and,
once you get that down, you find out that it gets
worse-you have to believe that God is somehow
at once both one and three.
As you've probably guessed, my intent is to
disagree with this common view. First, I'll be
arguing why belief in the Trinity is important to
Christian faith. Second, I'll try to make a case that
believing in God as triune makes a difference in
how we think about God, our world, and
ourselves.
So, first, why believe in a Triune God? Let me
say at the start that, if I could just look around the
world and believe in the existence of God, then
the doctrine of the Trinity would become less
important. But I've never been able to manage it.
To be sure, there are beautiful sunsets, and
Mozart, and Louis Armstrong, and remarkable
acts of self-sacrificial kindness. But there's also
AIDS and the torture of tyrants and plane crashes
that kill young people full of promise. The list of
tragedies and evils goes on. If you ask me, just on
the basis of looking around the world, is there an
omnipotent and loving God, I'd have to say-well,
I'm not sure.

W

HAT FAITH

I

HAVE, THEREFORE, RESTS ON

something different. My faith is grounded in the
stories of Jesus, the one he called his Father, and
the work of the Holy Spirit within me. I don't start
with one God and have to figure out how to make
that God three. Rather, I start with these three, and

the purpose of the doctrine of the Trinity is to
explain how they are all one God.
Let me try to explain. First of all, I am haunted
by the stories of Jesus that I read in the New
Testament. Here's this first century Jew, who grew
up in a hick town in a despised part of the country,
maybe working in the family carpentry shop. At
some point he started wandering around the countryside, an itinerant teacher. People who were
hurting sought him out, and he could help themnot just heal their hurts, but bring ritually unclean
outsiders back into the community. He taught that
following all the rules of righteous behavior didn't
matter as much as acting out of love, and he hung
out with tavern-keepers and prostitutes and
trouble-makers. He said that God prefers honest
sinners to self-righteous prigs. He talked about a
strange, mysterious, terrifying God, but he said
that that God loves us like a parent, so that it's all
right to call God our "Father."

TIS

JESus GATHERED A

RAG~TAG

BUNCH OF

followers, men and women alike, apparently, traveling with him no doubt to the further scandal of
respectable folks who could only worry about how
they managed their sleeping arrangements. He
angered some of the powerful and important
people in his society. After all, he was challenging
the rules that enabled judgments of moral virtue.
Who stood better before God, the local drunk, or
the upright elder in the church-sorry, I meant
"synagogue"? Jesus said that maybe they were both
sinners, and for sure God loved them both. Maybe
the drunk would find it easier to realize that he
didn't deserve God's love, and so oddly be better
off in the end before God, this strange God who,
as Martin Luther put it, "loves sinners, evil
persons, fools and weaklings," this "God of the
humble, the miserable, the afflicted, the oppressed,
the desperate, and of those who have been brought
down to nothing at all."
You might have thought that the occupying
military authorities would hardly have noticed
him, with his few dozen followers, out there in a
border province of the empire. But the local political situation was tricky, and empires, then as
now, are always eager to put down any threat by
pre-emptive strike. Besides, suppose his ideas
caught on-the notion that the best people were
servants, and the conviction that love could

triumph over force. Where would that leave the
authority of the emperor?
So they killed him, in a particularly brutal way.
It took a while for people to die in crucifixion-his
death in several hours was unusually quick-and
the penalty was usually reserved for slaves and the
worst of criminals.
That should have ended the story. But some of
his friends claimed that God had brought Jesus
back to life. This wasn't like his friend Lazarus,
come back for a few years before facing death
again. No, with Jesus it was that he had conquered
death. They had encountered him as alive in an
altogether new way before which they stumbled
and stammered as they tried to describe it. All
human words failed.
A contemporary poet, Kurt Marti, talks about
the consequences:
it might suit many lords fine
if everything were settled in death
the dominion of the lords
the servitude of the slaves
would be confirmed forever....
but a resurrection's coming
quite different from what we thought
a resurrection's coming which is
god's rising against the lords
and against the lord of all lords-death.
If God had raised Jesus from the dead, then everything was turned topsy-turvy, and the most
dramatic change of all concerned Jesus himself. He
had seemed a blasphemer, who put his own
authority ahead of the authority of God's law,
claimed people's relations to him were more
important than their relations to God's temple, and
asserted himself in ways that made sense only if he
had standing equal to God's. If God had raised him
from the dead, then all those improbable claims
must be true.

TIS

}llSUS WASN'T JUST THE MilSSIAH, THE

anointed one, the "Christ," as it comes out in
Greek, whom the people of Israel had been anticipating for so long. He was "the image of the invisible God," the author of Colossians declares (1:15).
In the words of Hebrews, "the exact imprint of
God's very being"(1:3). His followers prayed to
Jesus; they counted on him for their salvationand that would all be blasphemy unless he was
God. The first Roman reference to Christians,

from a provincial governor worried about whether
great disadvantage that we never use it in the
to arrest them, describes them as reciting "a form
second person. I can say I've become a parent, or
of words to Christ as a god." The first Christian
report that my friend is now a parent, but I never
sermon we have from outside the New Testament
address someone as, "Hello, parent." And that
second person language of address is the most
proclaims, "We must think of Jesus Christ as we do
of God." Whatever you said about God, if you
fundamental religious language.
believed in Jesus Christ, you said that about him
In the Middle Ages, Julian of Norwich spoke
too.
of God our Father and Jesus our Mother. At
But it won't do just to say that Jesus is God. He
Riverside Church they baptize "in the name of the
prayed to someone he called his Father. At the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, one God,
toughest moment, just before he died, he begged
Mother of us all." We keep experimenting with
new language, but we don't want to lose the astonhis Father that the horror to come might be
avoided, but then said, "nevertheless, not my will
ishing personal connection with God that Jesus
but yours be done" (Mark 14:36). Just before he
expressed in calling God "Father."
died, he cried out, "My God, my God, why have
So Jesus is God, and the one he called his
you forsaken me?"-it was the first time he hadn't
Father is God. But it gets even more complicated
called God "Father." So it seems there's someone
than that. In John's Gospel, Jesus promises his
Jesus calls his Father who is
disciples that when he leaves
also God, to whom he can I just cannot find that I come
them he will send them
pray, whose will can, at least
another advocate, counselor,
to believe the truth of the
in principle, differ from his.
comforter, someone else to be
Bible because I'm cleverer or on their side Qohn 14: 16-17).
Before we go on, let me
morally better or in some
say a word about the term
And sure enough, the Book of
"Father," which sometimes
Acts tells us that one day,
other way superior to my
when the disciples were
evokes
understandable
non-Christian neighbors or
protest. It is true enough that
together, the Holy Spirit
because I've worked harder at
when we say God is a bit like
descended on them in wind
it. Rather, it has to do with
a father, we inevitably
and fire.
what John Calvin called the
suggest that fathers are a bit
Nothing that dramatic
happens
to most of us. We'd
like God. We risk thereby
''inner testimony of the Holy
supporting a patriarchal
be scared out of our minds if it
Spirit.~~ I find myself
picture of the family, with
did. Still, many of us-well, let
believing. The stories~ and the
me just speak for myself: I've
the father alone on top of the
picture of Jesus they render,
experienced the work of the
hierarchy, that can do a lot of
just
capture
me
sortehow.
Holy Spirit. There's this story
damage in the world. For
people whose fathers have
about Jesus I encounter in the
New Testament. It's a pretty good story-I've tried
been abusive, in particular, it's quite a terrible
to summarize some of it for you. But lots of good
image for God.
stories aren't really true, and, when I try to nail
down the details of this one as historically accurate,
things get pretty muddy pretty fast. So why do I
THINK I UNDERSTAND THE POINT OF jESUS' TALK
of God as Father. He wanted to make the startling
believe it?
claim that the God who made the elephant and the
I just cannot find that I come to believe the
whale and the Orion nebula and the Big Bang and
truth of the Bible because I'm cleverer or morally
who is utterly mysterious, as incomprehensible to
better or in some other way superior to my nonChristian neighbors or because I've worked harder
us as quantum physics is to a cocker spaniel-that
at it. Rather, it has to do with what John Calvin
very God loves us so much that it's OK for us to
called the "inner testimony of the Holy Spirit." I
speak to him like we'd speak to one of our own
find myself believing. The stories, and the picture
parents. That's the point worth holding on to. If
we could say, "Parent," rather than, "Father," that
of Jesus they render, just capture me somehow.
Here's a not very good analogy. The philosopher
would solve a lot of problems. But "Parent" has the

I
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the Spirit from time to time, but was always pulled
Ludwig Wittgenstein talks about a drawing that
back by the baptismal formula. Before they had a
some people see as a duck and others see as a
rabbit. If you don't see the rabbit, then you don't:
theology to explain why it should be so, Christians
were baptized in the name of the Father and of the
it doesn't matter if seeing it would please your best
friend or get you an A in the course. Grunting and
Son and of the Holy Spirit. So there was always
squinting don't help. And then suddenly you see it,
that pulling them to saying that, whatever they said
and you can't figure out how you could ever not
about the Father and the Son, they ought to say
have seen it.
about the Spirit too.
So it is with the Holy
It's intriguing that the
We~re always a little uncomfortSpirit-let me reflect on
divinity of the Spirit
able about the Spirit, and I think sometimes almost got lost.
its guidance m our
that~s in part because the divine
We're always a little
reading of Scripture.
personhood of the Spirit is the
When I read novels or
uncomfortable about the
short stories, sometimes I biggest challenge to our egos. I can
Spirit, and I think that's in
say, "Gee, that captures
part because the divine
believe that I didn~t create the
something true to my
personhood of the Spirit is
heavens and the earth. I know I'm the biggest challenge to
experience. It fits into the
our egos. I can believe that
pattern of the world I not ] esus. But I am inclined to say,
if I respond, if I believe, then that I didn't create the heavens
know in my life." But
reading the Bible, for me,
at least is my doing. If that too is and the earth. I know I'm
is different. I find myself
God~s work, then everything really not Jesus. But I am
inclined to say, if I
putting it the other way
is grace, and I have no grounds for respond, if I believe, then
round and saying, "Gee,
pride but only for gratitude. I
my life and the world
at least that is my doing. If
don~t like to admit that.
around me fit the pattern
that too is God's work,
formed by these stories."
then everything really is
I don't make sense of the Bible by fitting it into the
grace, and I have no grounds for pride but only for
gratitude. I don't like to admit that. In her remarkworld of my experience, but I make sense of my
experience by fitting it into the biblical world. I
able short story, "Revelation," Flannery O'Connor
see things biblically.
has one of her characters see a vision of "a vast
Like the recognition of the rabbit, such seeing
swinging bridge extending upward from the earth
comes to me. It may be relevant that one of the
through a field of living fire." On it process all
traditional names for the Holy Spirit in the
sorts of disreputable people, "battalions of freaks
Christian tradition is "gift." The inner testimony of
and lunatics shouting and leaping like frogs." At
the Spirit is never something I've earned. In seeing
the end of the line were those who marched "with
the world as a Christian sees it, Aquinas said, our
great dignity, accountable as they had always been
"own power avails us nothing; hence this must be
for good order and common sense and respectable
given it from above." This is how the world looks.
behavior. They alone were on key. Yet she could see
I see it now, and can't imagine how I couldn't see
by their shocked and altered faces that even their
it before.
virtues were being burned away."
Amazing grace ... .
I want to come before God with my virtues
I once was lost, but now I'm found,
intact, as if I had earned my faith, and such is my
was blind, but now I see.
pride that it's hard to accept that God will
It is grace. The transition from not seeing to seeing
welcome me with open arms as just one more
comes as a gift. It's not something I did. It
sinner. But so it is.
happened in me, but it's something God did.
Let me remind you where we've come. Just
Therefore not just Jesus Christ and the one Jesus
looking around at this ambiguous world, I've said I
called his Father are God but also the God in me
couldn't come to belief in a loving God. I come to
that enables me, among other things, to see God in
that faith because I encounter the stories of Jesus,
the stories of Jesus Christ-all three are God. The
who was at once human and God. But Jesus prays
early church risked losing sight of the divinity of
to one he calls his Father, and I come to trust in

him because of the work of the Holy Spirit within
me, a Spirit who is also God. Yet there is only one
God. How can that be? The doctrine of the Trinity
was the early church's answer to that question.
Arriving at it took several centuries, and the
theology was all mixed up with politics. The short
answer most of us learn is that God is three Persons
in one substance, but that's a misleading translation
into English of an incorrect translation into Latin
of a confusing Greek original, so I'm not sure it
helps very much.
Let me start with the idea of "person," which
may raise the most complicated etymological issues
of any theological term, and for the moment not
worry about its historical background, but just
think about our experience of persons. Our
contemporary talk of persons is individualistic and
psychological in a way that misleads when we
transfer it to God, but we have to start somewhere,
and the biblical stories that provide Christians with
our most reliable starting point present persons
engaged in activities.

0

NE OF THE THINGS TiiAT PHILOSOPHERS AND

psychologists teach us is that we exist as persons
only in relation. A Robinson Crusoe or a Tom
Hanks confined to his island alone from infancy,
even if it's such a lush island that he finds fruit for
the picking and manages to stay alive, doesn't
become a fully human person. There's no one with
whom to interact.
Likewise, if Mary is the child of a loving family
and Sallie is the product of an abusive home, there
is not in either case some core identity of who they
really are, unaffected by environment. If you get up
in the morning-don't do this at home, as they
used to say on TV-and everyone you meet looks
at you with puzzled concern and says, ''Are you
feeling OK?" you'll be queasy by lunchtime. For
good or ill, we become who we are in relation with
others. That relations so shape our identities
constitutes a central element of what makes us
persons. A rock isn't a person, because a rock is
what it is whether there's another rock next to it or
not. But we're different. We're persons because our
relations contribute to the constitution of our identities.
For us human persons, however, the role of
relations in constituting our identities is not
complete, and for at least two reasons. First, we
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have physical bodies. We're a bit like that rock after
all. I'm shaped by my relations with you, but if I
break my leg or get cancer, then I'm reminded that
there's an irreducible distinctiveness to my bodiliness that distinguishes me from you.
But the divine persons don't have physical
bodies. Though Christ took on a body, became
incarnate, he is the Second Person of the Trinity
independently of that. His personhood isn't tied to
having a body the way ours is. The relatedness of
the three divine persons is therefore not limited by
bodiliness.

TERE'S A SECOND DIFFERENCE. WE'RE NOT JUST

embodied. We're sinners. In a phrase St. Augustine
used, we're curved in on ourselves. Even when I'm
part of a team, even when I'm in love, I can't help
thinking selfishly. To be sure, we experience brief
glimpses of something less selfish. Since I'm in
Indiana, I'll use an analogy from basketball. There
are those moments when the play is flowing and
one pass leads to another and to the perfect shot,
and we feel absorbed in some whole greater than
ourselves. But, sinners that we are, it's never long
before we pull back and say, "Well, the team is
winning, but I sure haven't been getting my share
of the shots."
Similarly, in the most intimate moments of our
sexual lives, two do become as one. But even here
sin takes hold, perhaps particularly among men,
with our sad need to know, "Well, how did I do?
Did she like it? Was she impressed?"
Suppose, however, that those brief special
moments were our permanent condition. As
persons, we would be formed by our relations. If
we were free of sin, we could lose ourselves in
something larger than ourselves, and, losing
ourselves, find ourselves as the persons in relation
we are meant to be. Persons so perfectly in accord
that we could never be in conflict with one
another. Suppose, beyond that, that we were not
constrained by bodiliness. Then persons could exist
in a perfect community of mutual understanding
and love.
I've been following for the most part the line
of thought developed by the Greek fathers of the
fourth century. At their boldest, they propose that
God is really a verb rather than a noun, the name
of the common operation of the three persons.
Gregory Nazianzus says it's not like one sun

to, "So what?" Let me give three answers.
producing three rays of light but more like three
I've already talked about the first one m
suns producing one ray. The three who are, as
thinking
about persons and relations. Human sin
Aquinas said, actus purus, pure act, are perfectly at
pushes us to think of ourselves in radically individone in their action. Together, they are purely and
ualistic terms, and our society is particularly
simply being God.
inclined toward individualism. We Americans, if
In thinking along those lines, we catch one of
our ancestors were not native Americans or slaves
the hints accessible to our human minds of what it
is for three persons to be one God. It's only a hint,
forced here against their will, are generally the
to be sure. In saying that, I don't mean that we
descendents of the people who didn't fit in, who
human beings are really persons and the divine
weren't comfortable with the communities in
persons are some inadequate shadow. Rather, the
which they lived, who were willing to go off and
reverse is true. The divine persons existing in their
start up by themselves. Their genes are in us, and
perfect mutual relations are the paradigm case of
they provide us with many virtues, but they can
also make us remarkably self centered.
personhood, and we human beings, in our sin and
bodiliness, are the pale reflecTo steal an old joke-the
tion.
most popular picture magazine
The doctrine of the Trinity, used to be one called Life. All
My title is "God is triuneby contrast, reminds us
so what?" So far I've been
of life. That was succeeded by
talking about what it means to
that persons are essentially People. Not all of life, but at
say that God is triune: that we
least all people. Now People is
in relation. Our relations
encounter God in Jesus Christ,
aren't an ''add on,'' they're challenged on the newsstands
in the one he called his Father,
by Us. Not even all peopleat
the
core
of
who
we
are.
and in the work of the Holy
just us. And now I see on the
Spirit within us, and that these To the extent that this isn't newsstand a new magazine
three persons exist as one God
called Self. I can't think where
true for human persons,
in perfect mutual knowledge
it's a sign of our failure to we could go from here.
and love. Now we get to the
A lot of social forces
be
persons
in
the
fullest
"So what?" part. How do we
contribute to our self-centeredsense, after the model of
think differently about God and
ness. Still, I wonder if a
the
divine
persons.
ourselves, how do we live
misguided philosophy of what
differently, if this is what we
it is to be a person doesn't play
believe about God?
at least a small role. I think that I, by myself, define
First of all, I think what I've been saymg,
my essential identity, and that everything else-my
however imperfect and incomplete, is right about
friendships, my obligations, my relation to my
God. I don't want to fall into a trap-1 think it is a
environment-are all secondary to who I really am.
trap-of saying that this is a good way to believe
Such an assumption about who a person is slides
about God simply because it leads us to lead good
easily into the ethical conviction that how I treat
lives or think good thoughts. The most important
the rest of you isn't nearly as important as the care
reason for believing something is because it's true,
and feeding of me.
and, if it isn't true, then you shouldn't try to
The doctrine of the Trinity, by contrast, reminds
believe it even if that belief would make you a
us that persons are essentially in relation. Our relareally nice person.
tions aren't an "add on," they're at the core of who
I emphasize that because some theologians
we are. To the extent that this isn't true for human
seem to disagree. They think that we should find
persons, it's a sign of our failure to be persons in the
the ways of talking about God that lead us to live
fullest sense, after the model of the divine persons.
the best kind of human lives, and then talk that
Therefore our most fundamental loyalties are to the
way. I want to make it clear up front, that I think
wide and complex web of relatednesses that constithat talking about God as Trinity leads us in good
tute who we are. Imagine the politics of a country
directions, but that wouldn't be a good reason to
where citizens began by thinking of concerns other
do it if what we say weren't also true.
than self-interest, because they realized how much
So having delivered that warning, I come back
the sum of those other concerns defines a self.

--- ------------------------------------------------

""

So, first, reflection on the Trinity points to the
importance of relation to the divine persons and
thus invites us to think of ourselves as persons in
relation, with all the implications that might have.
Second, the doctrine of the Trinity teaches us that
at the beginning and end of all things there is a
community of mutual love, not a single potentate
at the top of a hierarchy.

great theologian of the Trinity, was exiled five
times because he believed in a Trinity of equals,
not in Arianism.
Those emperors knew what they were doing.
They recognized that the doctrine of the Trinity
doesn't imagine one person at the top of a cosmic
scheme, and they were nervous. In the words of the
contemporary German theologian Jurgen
Moltmann, "It is only when the doctrine of the
Trinity vanquishes the monotheistic notion of the
CONTEMPORARY CRITICS OF WHAT
great, universal monarch in heaven and his divine
they call traditional Christian theology get it
patriarchs in the world, that earthly rulers, dictawrong at just this point, I think.
tors, and tyrants cease to find any
They say, "Look, Christians
justifying religious archetypes
Note that it's in the
any more."
believe in this one God who
seventeenth century,
rules over everything, and this
To push the historical
when European rulers
theology was imposed by
argument a little farther, I'd note
that it's in the seventeenth
Roman emperors who liked that
really begin to get
model of one person in charge
monarchies centralized, century, when European rulers
of everything." I think that gets
really begin to get monarchies
of
the
that
the
doctrine
both the theology and the
centralized, that the doctrine of
Trinity begins to fade
the Trinity begins to fade from the
history wrong.
of
from the center
center of Christian theology in
Theologically, if you believe
favor
of belief in one all-powerful,
in the doctrine of the Trinity, at
Christian theology in
monarchical God. Isaac Newton,
the top of things or the heart of
favor of belief in one
things or whatever metaphor
exemplary theologian of the time,
all-powerful,
you want to use, there is this
solitary, suspicious, became an
monarchical God.
community of mutually loving
Arian. The mutual love of a
persons, constantly glorifying
community at the heart of the
each other. "If I glorify myself," Jesus says in
umverse was not for him. As one biographer
John's Gospel, "my glory is nothing. It is my
summarizes, Newton thought the doctrine of the
Father who glorifies me" (John 8 :54). Then later
Trinity, a "massive fraud," and his language about
he explains that the Son is glorified so that the Son
God focused on oneness and omnipotence. Just
right for a loyal English subject and keeper of the
may glorify the Father (John 17:1). In the fourth
king's mint.
century the Trinitarian theologian Gregory of
I don't want to claim too much. Jews can
Nyssa tied it all together, "The Son is glorified by
introduce mutuality into God by talking about the
the Spirit; the Father is glorified by the Son; again
covenant and God's presence. Other monotheistic
the Son has his glory from the Father, and the
faiths may have their own strategies. But among
Only-begotten thus becomes the glory of the
Spirit." Their glory lies in the way they glorify
Christians my second answer to "So what?" is that
I think it significant that monarchs tend to dislike
each other.
the Trinity. I think we Trinitarian Christians are, if
I think this criticism of traditional Christian
we think about it, necessarily anti-monarchical. We
theology as supporting one emperor at the top of
don't think that hierarchy with one at the top is
the heap also gets the politics wrong. In fact, most
built into the nature of things.
of the early so-called Christian emperors were
is,
they
believed
that
Jesus
was
a
sort
Arians. That
of divine figure, but distinctly lesser than the one
T.IIRD AND FINAL IN ANSWER TO "So WHAT?"
real God, the one Jesus called Father. Most of the
We often struggle with the contrast between a
church eventually came to judge that Arianism was
distant God who is hard to reach and a God close
a heresy, but imperial patronage gave it a great
deal of power for centuries. Athanasius, the first
at hand, all around us, but somehow a bit mushy.
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Transcendence and immanence are, I suppose,
the technical terms here. The doctrine of the
Trinity offers a third alternative.
This God isn't our buddy, our pal. God is
really strange, mysterious, unknowable, frightening. There's no way that we can figure God out,
and we ought to take seriously the biblical admonition that anyone who sees God would drop dead
on the spot.
But God comes to us, emptying himself, as
Paul says in Philippians,
taking the form of a slave,
being born in human likeness.
And being found in human form,
he humbled himself
and became obedient to the point of
deatheven death on a cross. (Phil. 2:7-8)
When Paul wrote those words, probably quoting
an even earlier hymn, there were still people
around who had met Jesus. He had walked the
countryside, gotten weary, cried when a friend
died, felt terror in the face of death. Fully human,
obedient to the point of death, even death on a
cross. Condemned as a blasphemer, betrayed by
one friend, denied by another, ridiculed by passersby, crying out, "My God, my God, why have you
forsaken me?" He went to a place as lonely and
dark and far away from God as you can get. To
quote Moltmann again, "In the event between the
surrendering Father and the forsaken Son, God
becomes so 'vast' ... that there is room and life for
the whole world, the living and the dead."
Wherever we find ourselves, we are not

outside the space encompassed by the Christ
dying lonely on the cross and the God by whom
he felt abandoned.
Yet all that space is filled by the love of the
Holy Spirit, what theologians of the early church
called the "bond of love," which binds together the
other two persons of the Trinity. Particularly in
Augustine's theology, the Spirit just is the love that
binds together Jesus and the one he called his
Father, and even in that darkest moment on the
cross, the bond is not broken. However dark it
seems around us, we're still in the space opened up
by Christ's journey to that far country which ends
with a cry on the cross, and that space is still
flooded with the forcefield of the Holy Spirit.
I began by saying that it seems an ambiguous
world, full of both good and evil. That's where we
have to live. But the doctrine of the Trinity teaches
us, first, that we live there as persons in relation,
not as isolated individuals; second, that the world
does not culminate in a single monarch but is
created and sustained by a community of mutual
love. Third, the biblical stories of this Triune God
show Jesus reaching out so far into the darkness
that there is no place we can find ourselves which
is not encompassed within the relation of Jesus and
the one he called his Father, a relation always held
together by the Holy Spirit, the bond of love.
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the beauty of holiness," words that fall on deaf ears
in a culture that knows as little of beauty as of holiness. Look at new church construction. So many
contemporary churches do not aim to be beautiful;
they aim to be functional. This might still work out
all right, if the designers truly think the function of
a church is worship, but too often the assumed
function is communication with the people in
attendance, either to teach, uplift, or entertain
them. Contemporary worship spaces look more
like education spaces or entertainment spaces than
like sanctuaries. By contrast, picture a church
constructed with an eye to beauty, designed to
draw us into the presence of God. It is fitting that
it be beautiful, because beauty opens our hearts.
Of course it is not obvious to all that beauty
always leads us to God. I once was interviewed by
a reporter for National Public Radio, who questioned this point of view. She asked, "Doesn't all
the music and painting and artwork in your church
distract you from focusing on God?" I responded,
"Tell me this. If your husband takes you out for an
anniversary dinner, and there is candlelight and
roses and violins, does that distract you from
feeling romantic?"
That's how humans are made, to respond to
beauty with openness and joy-a truth more
apparent to earlier Christians than to many of us
today. And just as we delight in the presence of
friends, so we might imagine a traditional church
in which our joy is heightened by seeing the faces
of our friends above us and around us: Christ,
angels, and saints throughout history. My husband
went on a mission trip to Romania last year and
saw historic churches in which paintings cover
every surface, walls and ceiling, inside and out,
with images from Scripture and the lives of the
saints. Such a sight is an overwhelming experience,
but in fact, it is the truth. These images aren't just
history-book reminders. In truth , we are
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surrounded by a great cloud of witnesses. When we
worship, they are invisibly alongside us, "in every
place lifting holy hands" (I Tim 2:8). When we
look around and see these friends surrounding us,
it is as if for a moment the veil is lifted, and we see
what a great company of believers we are.
But there are some things you won't see
depicted in churches. There is an important safeguard in the tradition of Christian sacred art that
keeps us from falling over into idolatry. It's that we
don't make images of things that God has not
shown us. You can make a painting of Christ,
because he was born and walked on this earth; this
human likeness is something God has deliberately
chosen to show us, and it would be fearful superstition, if not Gnosticism, to forbid making paintings of Christ.

Bur

You woN'T SEE A PICTURE OF Goo THE

Father as an old man with a beard. God hasn't
shown us that. As a rule, you won't see a painting
of the Trinity; instead, the Trinity is symbolized
geometrically, by a triangle or triquetra.
There is one point in Scripture, however, when
God is revealed in three persons simultaneously,
and sometimes that event is depicted as a representation of the Trinity. Not the baptism of Jesus;
there we see Jesus, and the Holy Spirit as a dove,
but only hear the voice of God. When do we see all
three visibly? "The Lord appeared to [Abraham] by
the oaks of Mamre, as he sat at the door of his tent
in the heat of the day. He lifted up his eyes and
looked, and behold, three men stood in front of
him. ". (Gen 18:1-2).
The painting reproduced below is titled "The
Old Testament Trinity," and it is probably the bestknown and most-admired icon among Western
Christians. It was painted by Andrei Rublev, a
Russian monk, in 1411. He is honored as one of
the most gifted icon painters, and you may have

l
seen a film biography of him that came out a few
years ago. (If you did, maybe you can explain it to
me, because I couldn't make heads or tails of it.)
Though most icons are anonymous, and
usually the name of the painter is forgotten, those
by Rublev have continued to bear his name,
because of his unusual gift. He painted with lightness, clarity, and an ethereal touch that few could
equal. There is nothing sentimental about his
painting, but instead a great sense of freshness.
After the death of the abbot of his monastery, St.
Sergius of Radonezh, Rublev painted this icon to
hang over Sergius' tomb.
This is not the only presentation of the Old
Testament Trinity in the art of Eastern Christianity.

Sometimes we see Abraham and Sarah in the background, holding platters of food; in that case, the
title is "The Hospitality of Abraham." This style,
of the three figures alone, is often used on the
Feast of Pentecost.

N O T E A FEW OF THE DETAILS IN THE IMAGE

besides the commanding figures. We can see in the
background the oak of Mamre; the Holy Land is
such a treeless place that a stand of oaks would be
a well-known landmark. The three figures sit
around a stone table that early Christians would
have recognized as an altar. The niche in the front
represents a tomb; not only the empty tomb of

Christ, but also the Christian custom from the time
theology of the Trinity represented as a triangle,
the point is clearly on the top. The father is the
of the catacombs of placing the bones of departed
believers beneath their altars. On the table is a gold
"arche," the source; both Son and Spirit originate
chalice containing red wine mixed with bread.
in Him.
This is how Eastern Orthodox prepare the
Not to get too deeply into the minutiae of
Eucharist, by combining leavened bread and wine
history, but it was of course a change in Western
in the same chalice and receiving from a spoon.
European Christianity about the turn of the millenAs we look at this icon, can we tell which of
nium that first suggested adding the term
"filioque" to the Nicene Creed, a dispute that
the three is the Father, which the Son, and which
the Holy Spirit? Theologians would warn us
eventually led to the Great Schism between
against it; distinguishing the three into separate
Christians east and west. The original Creed,
bodies suggests division, rather than the unity of
written in the fourth century, said that the Spirit
proceeds from the Father; Western Christians
the Trinity. It would be safer, perhaps, to underwanted to add the word "filioque," "and the Son."
stand that all three together somehow represent
At a time when the divinity of the Son was being
the Trinity.
challenged, it seemed an appropriate safeguard to
And Genesis, it is true, doesn't encourage us to
fix too closely on distinctions between the "three
proclaim that the Son is the source of the Spirit as
men." "They" speak to Abraham, but later it is "the
well. And it seemed Scripturally accurate. After all,
LoRD" who is speaking. "The
"Uesus] breathed on them and
men" depart, but ''Abraham
said to them, 'Receive the
In the Christian East, a
still stood before the LoRD."
''theologian'' is not someone Holy Spirit"' Uohn 20:22).
When the company arrives in
who has thought hard about
the city of Sodom it is no
theological categories and
THIS CONFUSES THE
longer "three men," nor "the
labored at their construction. immediate transmission of the
LoRD," but now "two angels."
Whatever is going on A theologian is someone who
Spirit to humans in this world,
here, it's complicated, and
has drawn near to God and performed in this case by Jesus
Scripture doesn't give us
experienced his transforming breathing upon his disciples,
enough information to sort it
with the question of the
presence
in
a
palpable
way.
all out. But this much we can
eternal origin of the Spirit.
This
is
what
St.
Peter
means
At the beginning, the
rely on: the three men, or
Spirit proceeds from the
angels, who appear to
when he writes of our
Father. Later, Jesus says he
Abraham and Sarah are a visibecoming "partakers of
will ask the Father to send us
tation from the LORD: God
the divine nature."
the Spirit, and he then
has appeared to them in the
breathes on his disciples to
form of three persons.
impart it. But, like the Son, the origin of the Spirit
from before all time remains with the Father alone.
What do such words even mean? What does it
I LOOK AT THIS ICON, THOUGH, I SUSPECT
mean that the Son is "begotten," and the Spirit
that Rublev did intend for us to recognize the three
"proceeds"? I am not competent to tackle such
different members of the Trinity. The Father is on
questions. "Such knowledge is too wonderful for
the left. His robe is iridescent, shifting from
me; it is high, I cannot attain it" (Ps 139:6). And
glowing golden-red to azure blue, a triumph of the
when I read over the orders I received when I
painter's art. "You robe yourself in light as in a
became a Christian, it doesn't look like I need to
garment" (Ps 104:2).
know the answer to this question. I just need to do
The Son and the Holy Spirit both gaze toward
my job as an ordinary believer, following his path
him, inclining their heads. There is an expression
and helping others along the way. It looks like
of deference, which is reflected in the version of
prying into the deep things of God is not included
the Nicene Creed that Rublev would have recited
in my marching orders. The one thing I can know is
daily: the Son is begotten of the Father, the Spirit
proceeds from the Father. If we imagine this
that the Father is the ultimate source, as we see
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is purely intellectual. If theology doesn't change
here. Both Son and Spirit incline their heads to him.
you, if it doesn't flood you with light, it's not
The Son, in the middle, is wearing a robe of
worth your time.
deep purple-red; this is the purple of royalty, rather
In the Christian East, a "theologian" is not
than the lavender or so-called "royal purple" we
someone who has thought hard about theological
think of today. Purple fabric was very expensive;
categories and labored at their construction. A theoloremember Lydia in the book of Acts (16:14), who
gian is someone who has drawn near to God and
dealt in purple goods. It sounds strange today to
experienced his transforming presence in a palpable
think of dealing in items based solely on their
way.
This is what St. Peter means when he writes of
color, although I did once see a kiosk at the mall
our becoming "partakers of the divine nature" (2 Pet
titled ''All Things Purple," and it was. (I wondered
1:4). A theologian is someone who has
whether the proprietor's name was
seen the "Uncreated Light," a reference
Lydia.) Today purple dye is produced
So be wary~ be
to the light which shown from Jesus on
as cheaply as other colors, but in
watchful~ and
Mt. Tabor, and which illuminated the
ancient times the source was a tiny
don ~t let your
Burning Bush without consuming it.
gland at the back of the head of the
Being a theologian is akin to being a
"theological'~
murex snail. Only the wealthiest
mystic-though I hate to use that word,
could afford it, hence the association activities drag you
because in the West mysticism seems
with royalty. Over his purple tunic
away from the
like an odd calling for odd people, while
the Son wears a blue mantle, indiOne you seek
cating divinity. Both Father and Spirit
in Eastern theology it's the whole
to
know.
wear their blues as a tunic.
purpose of the Christian life and the
calling of every person: union with
I should note that when we look
at ancient art we shouldn't get too fixed on
God, theosis. Evagrius of Pontus said, in the fourth
assigning symbolic meanings to colors. The artist
century, "A theologian is one whose prayer is true."
Some readers have the job description "theolocould not just run down to the local Hobby Hut
gian," and may be thinking that seeing the
and buy more Blue #3. If the seeds or minerals
necessary for a color were not available or were too
Uncreated Light is not even on their list of things
to do. But how refreshing it would be for all who
expensive, the artist would have to alter the color
scheme to suit what he had. Some colors predomi"do theology" to understand their calling as being
nate in certain geographic areas for this reason,
a source of light for others, a living example of
based on soil and climate conditions. But in some
what God can do with a fully-yielded person,
someone
whose deep meditation on the things of
cases, as here, we can draw inferences about the
colors used by this masterful painter.
God has led to personal transformation and even
holiness. That's the old meaning of the term
The green mantle of the Spirit, scintillating
"theologian."
with light, is another of Rublev's achievements.
Green belongs to the Spirit because the Spirit is the
source of life. On the Feast of Pentecost, Eastern
c
ONTRAST THIS WITH A FRAMED PRINT ] SAW IN
Orthodox churches are decorated with greenery,
the vesting room of the National Cathedral in
boughs and branches, and worshippers will wear
green clothing. The Orthodox prayer to the Holy
Washington. It showed, surrounded by the darkSpirit begins, "0 Heavenly King, Comforter, the
ness, a lone, shining candle, and the text read: "I
was wandering all alone in a dark forest, with only
Spirit of Truth, Who art everywhere present and
the light of a single candle to guide me, and along
£illest all things, Treasury of blessings and Giver of
came a theologian and blew it out."
Life ... "
We laugh in recognition at that, even if we
suspect it of latent anti-intellectualism. But we
probably don't have an alternate image in mind of
SENSE OF THE SPIRIT AS THE SOURCE OF
life-everywhere present, filling all thingswhat a theologian can be, since we associate
contributes to one of the distinctives of
theology so exclusively with intellectual activity.
Gazing at the luminous robe of the Holy Spirit
Orthodoxy: Theology is intimately bound up with
daily life. There is no such thing as theology which
depicted here we can imagine an experience of

LIS

being filled with the light of God and becoming a
"theologian" in the true sense.
Son and Spirit, as I said, both bow their heads
to the Father. But all three show equality in other
ways. Each of them carries a slim red staff, an
emblem of authority. Each has a halo, which should
not be understood as a flat disk behind the head,
but as a globe of light encircling the head, like the
sphere around a candle flame. All three gesture
toward the chalice with their right hands; the
Father and the Son are holding their fingers in the
form of a blessing.

L

OUGH I HAVE BEEN REFERRING TO THE THREE

figures as Father, Son, and Spirit, you'll notice that
they all look alike. The Son is not depicted in the
familiar likeness of Jesus. This visitation to
Abraham took place many centuries before the
Incarnation. Instead, Rublev has relied on the indication in Genesis that the three resembled angels,
and so they are depicted in the way angels usually
appear in iconography: as young men with long,
curly hair pulled back, no beards, and delicate
gold wings.
Notice, too, how Rublev has handled perspective. The top of the table, and the tops of the
pedestals the Father and Spirit rest their feet upon,
tilt dramatically toward us, as if we are looking down
on the scene from above. At the level of the figures'
faces, however, we seem to be looking at the three
directly from about shoulder height.
This is not a matter of incompetence. A painter
who can handle drapery and color as well as Rublev
is not ignorant of the method of perspective. As is
often the case in iconography, perspective has been
intentionally distorted in order to give us a sensation
that the scene is bursting out toward us, with the
chalice in the center pressing itself our way.
In conventional painting we expect things to
get smaller as they go into the distance; this is
called the "vanishing point," and as you remember
from elementary school art class, as the railroad
tracks go away from you, far in the distance they
converge. Yet icons often play with reversing or
distorting perspective, in order to increase the
viewer's sense of being off-balance and in an unfamiliar, powerful world, or even to feel that the
whole scene is rushing toward him, converging on
him and challenging him. Sometimes the painting
is carefully arranged so that everything gets
22123 The Cresset Easter 12004

"larger" as it goes back, and "smaller" in the foreground, so that the "vanishing point" is right about
where the viewer is standing. The viewer is the
vanishing point; if God did not sustain us, we
would vanish.
In addressing a complex theological topic like
the Trinity one runs a danger of dryness. I want to
offer a bit of refreshment by focusing on a beautiful
example of ancient Christian art. It can be can be an
aid to devotion and greater openness to God-an
aid to theology. And that is where I will end.
Everything we do as we read about, study, or
discuss our faith should enhance our devotion to
God. We should all be on the way to becoming
theologians. A theological conference or seminary
setting can nurture fellowship and deepen faith, but
it can also be an opportunity for the Devil to stir up
trouble by stimulating pride or, conversely, by
dashing pride, by undermining self-confidence or
by rousing a desire to dominate others.
So be wary, be watchful, and don't let your
"theological" activities drag you away from the One
you seek to know. "Take every thought captive to
Christ" (II Cor 10:5) and take care that you not be
led astray. The Evil One comes only to steal, kill, and
destroy, and he is indisputably prowling around,
seeking whom he may devour. He doesn't stay away
just because we label an activity "theological."
We are surrounded by a great cloud of
witnesses; we see them visibly in Christian art, but
they are invisibly with us too, in the eternal
company of angels and all who love the Lord.
That's where we are all going, and when we get
there, we'll have to give an account for every careless word we utter. So let us plan ahead for that,
and watch our words now. When in doubt, silence
is a good option. Because, after all we have said
about this icon today, there is one thing we have
not yet noted: none of the figures is speaking. The
tranquility of their silence is sufficient. I invite you
to spend some time in similar silence, and enter
further into the mystery of the Trinity.
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The image on page 19 is a reproduction of Andrei
Rublev's "The Old Testament Trinity,, provided by St.
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A 1940 PLAY, DOROTHY L. SAYERS HAS A CHARacter wryly respond to the famous cliche "Every
great man has a woman behind him" with ':A.nd
every great woman has had some man or other in
front of her tripping her up." Sayers, were she alive
today, would revel in two recent films that illustrate such tripping, blessing their form as well as
their content with her highest commendation for
greatness: "good work well done."
Made in countries colonized by Sayers' homeland, Rabbit Proof Fence (Australia, 2002) and
Whale Rider (New Zealand, 2003) focus on young
women-girls really-who blithely defy stultifying
male expectations. However, rather than painting
maddening portraits of patriarchal misogyny, both
films portray a misguided paternalism that saddens
us-until we are overwhelmed with delighted
admiration for girls who can transcend their tripping.
The admiration generated by Rabbit Proof
Fence is especially intense, for the film embellishes
the true story of Molly Craig, a fourteen year old
living in the Australian outback of 1931. Ironically,
while Sayers was garnering fame and riches for her
publications in the mother-country, enabling her to
write two quasi-feminist tracts called Are Women
Human? and The Human-Not-Quite-Human,
Molly was quite literally treated as a human-notquite-human. She was part of the Australian
"stolen generation": aboriginal half-castes who
were forcibly taken from their mothers in order to
make them more "human." As part of an official
government program that lasted from 1900 until
1971, Australian children with one white and one
black parent were placed into "native settlements"
where aboriginal traits were removed like stains.
The children's flesh, displaying a stain resistant to
cultural detergents, was inspected by government
officials, with the lighter-skinned separated out for
selective mating, so that, in "just two generations,"
as one film character puts it, all aboriginal marks
are bred away.

Crystal Downing

Early in the film, after we see Molly learning
how to track food, Rabbit Proof Fence delivers its
most traumatic scene. We see Molly, along with her
eight-year-old sister Daisy and ten-year-old cousin
Gracie, playing along the famous fence, which, a
repairman tells Molly, runs 1,500 miles north to
south in order to keep rabbits from invading farmlands to the West. As though to symbolize the division between aborigines and the new world, a
modern 1931 automobile zooms up to the station
where Molly's aborigine mother has just purchased
provisions, its screeching brakes startling a more
primitive form of transportation-a screeching
camel-on the other side of the fence. A pinkskinned constable from the Department of
Aboriginal Affairs jumps from the car and grabs up
the three girls, fighting off the screaming mother
and wailing grandmother as he crams the halfcastes into the back seat of his car. In a scene that
anticipates the abduction of the young boy in
Mystic River (2003), who stares out the back
window of the car that carries him toward abuse,
the three girls gaze through the rear glass at the
receding image of their grandmother, who hits
herself in the head with a rock as she bewails her
impotence to save them.
The film then neatly symbolizes government
attitudes toward these half-castes: as pets needing
an intelligent trainer to discipline them. We see the
abducted girls in a train cargo-hold, caged liked
rabbits, then hauled in the bed of a truck like
sheep. Upon arrival at Moore River Native
Settlement, a nun coaxes them from the truck,
speaking to them as though addressing puppies.
The girls are washed, groomed, and arranged in
straight lines with other Moore River inhabitants
so that they can listen to the favorite song of Mr.
A. 0. Neville, Chief Protector of the Aborigines, an
actual title which a real Neville held for 25 years.
However, when American viewers hear the halfcaste children singing Neville's favorite song, "Way
Down Upon the Swanee River," they are robbed of

any self-righteous indignation about Australian
colonizers, the song reminding them of their own
checkered history.
Like those who developed elaborate apologies
for slavery in the United States, Neville, played
with invidious aplomb by Kenneth Branagh, has
convinced himself that he is acting in the best
interest of half-castes. "They have to be protected
against themselves. If only they'd understand what
we're trying to do for them!" Neville intones.
Genuinely believing that the whiter the skin the
brighter the person, he sees himself as humanely
enabling deficient humans to become more fully
human-in other words, more white.
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ARE TI!EREFORE DEUGHTED WHEN MOU.Y

refuses to follow Neville's program. While the
other half-castes at Moore River simply play with
Neville's name, whispering "Neville-Devil,"
Molly decides to escape the devil's clutches, taking
Gracie and Daisy along with her. And the rest of
the film recounts her brilliant evasion of
authority-not out of ideological abhorrence for
"the white man's burden" but simply because she
wants to be with her mother. And this is what
makes the film so powerful; rather than a tendentious invective against white supremacy, it offers
us a tenacious girl who, motivated by love and
aided by intelligence, walks over one thousand
miles in nine weeks, sometimes carrying her
companions on her back. When she finds the
rabbit proof fence, she grabs onto the barbed wire
and looks north, knowing that the fence leads to
her mother. And, in a nice bit of cross-cutting, we
see her mother looking south as she clasps the
same fence; the wire becomes an umbilical
connection, a barbed tie that binds.
Because the film pivots around the positive
energy of mother love (in both senses of "mother
love" ), it avoids the negativity of simplistic
dualisms: white versus black, male versus female.
At Moore River the person who most officiously
orders the students around is herself a half-caste
who has internalized the institutional rules; the
guard, who cracks his whip as he commands the
girls to speak English, is a dark aborigine. In
contrast, once Molly effects the escape, it is a white
mother who generously supplies the girls with
coats and food. Later, a half-caste woman, similarly
raised at Moore River, exploits the girls (though
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we don't blame her), keeping them in her bed in
order to ward off the sexual exploitation of her
white boss. However, it is a white man who benevolently directs the girls on their trek, while a halfcaste betrays them to the authorities. And the man
most indefatigable in efforts to capture them is the
darkest-skinned character in the film : Moodoo, an
aborigine employed by the director of Moore River
to track down escapees.
If Molly is the most inspiring character in
Rabbit Proof Fence, Moodoo is the most intriguing.
Wanting to live near a daughter confined to the
Moore River facility, Moodoo has given up his
voice as he obeys the commands of the white colonizer. The film visualizes his lack of voice, having
him merely nod and point in response to the whites
who address him, refusing to open his mouth while
all around him people sing in church. Other than
an untranslated greeting he gives another aborigine
early in the plot, we don't hear him speak for most
of the film. Deferring to those in power, he chases
the girls, smiling in self-satisfaction when he finds
their trail. Later, however, we see him smile similarly when he discovers they have eluded him, as
though his loyalties have started to switch. Finally,
after weeks of tracking the three runaways, he
spontaneously expresses admiration for Molly's
savvy abilities with his only English words in the
film: "She's pretty clever that girl. She wants to go
home." Significantly, Moodoo, as well, wants to go
home, as we know from something Neville says to
him earlier in the film; however, rather than
kidnapping his daughter from Moore River, he has
submitted to the dictates of patriarchy. His own
diction becomes free only when he recognizesand pronounces-the legitimacy of Molly's desires.
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arises from umbilical ties not only to her mother,
but also to Mother Nature. The opening shot of
the film is a bird's eye view of the Australian landscape, and soon after we see Molly's mother point
to a large bird hovering in the air, telling her it
represents freedom and that its spirit will protect
her. Through repeated use of a high angle lens
capturing the action below, the camera aligns this
bird with the mother, implying that her spirit
watches over the children. During the girls' first
night at Moore River, the camera dissolves an
image of the bird over Molly's face as she lies in

bed. Then, the first night of their escape, we are
given a bird's eye view of Molly, Gracie, and
Daisy curled up as they sleep in the brush;
surrounded by twigs, they look just like chicks in
a nest. Later, Molly lifts Daisy to an actual nest
from which she grabs eggs for sustenance. And
the white mother who provisions the girls does so
after she finds Molly in a hen house eating food
intended for birds. Near the end of the film, after
Gracie has been recaptured, Molly and Daisy
collapse in the desert. Looking dead, Molly
finally opens an eye, and the camera cuts to what
she sees: the bird of "freedom" hovering over her,
inspiring her to get up and walk. Repeatedly, in
fact, we are given a Molly 's eye view of things:
often the camera will cut from a close-up on her
eyes to that which she sees, a character looming
toward the lens as if toward her eyes. Clearly, it is
Molly's vision, guided by nature and by love, that
enables her to escape the colonizer and return to
the arms of her mother.
Whale Rider also employs close-ups on eyes to
communicate a young girl's visionary escape from
patriarchy. The patriarch here, however, is a
member of the girl's own aboriginal tribe: the
Maori of New Zealand. The difference stems from
the films' time frames. Rabbit Proof Fence, set in
1931, illustrates the misguided paternalism of a
white colonizer who, attempting to weaken aboriginal power, seeks to transmit his cultural knowledge to young native girls. Whale Rider, set in the
1990s, illustrates the misguided paternalism of a
Maori chieftain who, attempting to strengthen
aboriginal power, refuses to transmit his cultural
knowledge to a young girl. Both men, of course,
adamantly believe their actions to be noble and
fitting for the people under their authority. And
both men are bested by girls who follow the lead of
nature rather than the dictates of culture.
Koro, the patriarch in Whale Rider, is understandably worried about his native culture. By the
1990s, the white colonizer has won, not by the
forced relocation of native children, but through
the power of commodity. Koko's people dress in
western clothes, live in western houses, get drunk
on western beer, and cruise aimlessly in western
cars. Therefore, reminiscent of Neville who oversees a school that might eliminate aboriginal
values, Koro founds a school that might inculcate
aboriginal values. Despite their opposite goals, the
patriarchs of both films establish their schools in

response to irresponsible fathers. In Rabbit Proof
Fence, white men, after impregnating aborigines,
"move on," as Molly puts it, leaving their half-caste
offspring to the care of the women and ultimately
the state. In Whale Rider, Maori men leave their
children to the care of their women so they can
pursue their own commodified desires. We see the
father of one boy in Koro's class stop by to see his
son perform, only to rejoin his dissolute buddies
without spending any time with his emotionally
hungry boy. Koro's first born son pursues an art
career in Europe after his wife dies in childbirth,
leaving his daughter, Pai, to the care of her grandparents. Koro is therefore desperate to train a
leader who might replace him. However, when his
beloved granddaughter, the twelve-year-old Pai,
displays interest in the school, Koro viciously
scolds her, making clear that only boys can have
access to his training and knowledge.

w.EREA5 MOLLY FEElS THE CALL OF HER

mother along the rabbit proof fence, Pai feels the
call of whales-the animal that brought Paikea, her
people's (ab)original leader, to their land. And it
becomes quite clear in the course of the film that
Pai is fated to be the new Paikea-entirely in defiance of cultural expectations. In one scene, while
all the boys who attend Koro's school ride a school
bus, Pai passes them up on her bicycle, and she will
later pass them up in the skills necessary for a chief.
When, after the benefit of coaching by her uncle,
Pai beats one of the boys at a traditional warrior
stick fight, Koro is outraged that she has appropriated male power, believing that her actions will
subvert the search for a leader. Koro therefore
takes all his students out in a speed boat for a
special test, leaving behind not only Pai, but also
the boy who lost the stick fight to her. Once in
deep waters, Koro tosses his symbol of authoritya carved whale tooth-into the ocean, explaining
that the boy who captures it will be the next chief.
When none of the boys can find the tooth, Koro
enters a deep depression, and is therefore oblivious
to the fact that Pai, during an outing with her
uncle, successfully retrieves the whale tooth.
The real test, however, comes when living
whales beach themselves on the sands adjacent to
Koro's house. Knowing that they will die unless
returned to the ocean, the whole village works to
dislodge the huge mammals. When Pai attempts to

touch the largest whale, Koro castigates her with
his recurring reproach: as a girl, Pai impedes significant work. The film then fulfills a promised motif
when the men attach a rope around the whale's tail
in order to pull it toward deeper waters. We see the
rope fray, strand by strand, until it breaks,
rendering the men's efforts impotent. This scene
echoes an incident earlier in the film, which operates as the first hint of Pai's potency. In the scene,
Koro shows a rope to Pai, claiming it represents
their people: multiple strands making them strong.
However, when he attempts to start his boat's
outboard motor with the rope, it breaks. After
Koro walks away in disgust, Pai fixes the rope and
starts the engine, only to be subsequently scolded
by Koro for doing something dangerous.
Later, Pai follows her intuitions to do something far more dangerous than start an outboard
motor: she starts the beached whale. After the rope
breaks around its tail and Koro walks away in
despair, Pai tells us in a voice-over, "He wanted to
die; he had no reason to live anymore," her
ambiguous pronoun referring, we assume, to either
Koro or the whale. Approaching the creature, Pai
touches her nose to the barnacles on its snout,
mirroring the greeting Koro gives males
throughout the film. Then she climbs atop the
whale, guiding it out into the ocean while the other
whales follow. As she is pulled under water, Pai
tells us in another voice-over, "I wasn't scared to
die." Tenaciously holding onto the whale's back
underneath the ocean, Pai looks just like the image
of Paikea on the roof of Koro's school, the swift
water flattening out her face in resemblance to the
carving. Then her grip fails, and she floats away,
her hands crossing her chest in a corpse-like
gesture.

L

ISCENT OF MOLLY'S APPARENT DEATH

and bird-inspired resurrection in the desert, the
hospitalized Pai comes back to life. However, she
only opens her eyes when Koro addresses her in
their native tongue: "Wise leader, forgive me. I am
just a fledging to new flight." Endorsing this birdlike confirmation of the tribe's new chieftain, the
last shot of the film echoes the first rope scene.
Once again, Pai is generating the energy for a boat,
but this time the power comes not through pulling
a rope twined around an outboard motor. Instead,
Pai chants out the rowing song for a traditional
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tribal canoe powered by the arms of multiple
oarsmen who work in unison-like the multiple
strands of a rope. And among the rowers are
fathers, including Pai's, who have returned home.
Implying that, under the proper leadership, people
will choose community over commodity, the
upbeat ending of Whale Rider makes a startling
contrast to Rabbit Proof Fence, capturing, it would
seem, the difference between fiction and real life.
Unlike the triumphant Pai, who sits on the tribal
canoe soaking up Koro's adoring glances, Molly's
real life triumph is sullied by the words she sobs
out when reunited with her mother: "I lost one."
Of the three girls who ran away from Moore River,
Gracie, did not make it. Ironically, Molly's statement adumbrates an experience later in her life. At
the end of the film we are told that after Molly
married, she and her two daughters were captured
and taken back to Moore River. Once again, Molly
escapes, carrying her baby over the same thousand
mile trek. The film leaves us with this triumphal
note; however, between the lines we recognize
that, as before, she "lost one," the older daughter
left behind.

FURTHER RESEARCH REVEALS mAT ANABELLE, THE

baby who escaped with Molly, was recaptured,
taken to Moore River, and then put in another
institution because of her light skin. There the reeducation was so thorough that today she repudiates any suggestion that she bears aboriginal blood,
refusing all contact with her mother. But even in
the midst of this sad "real life" scenario there is
hope; Doris Pilkington, the author of the novelized
account of Molly that inspired Rabbit Proof Fence,
is the daughter initially left behind when Molly
made her second break from Moore River. Despite
her indoctrination, Doris has embraced her halfcaste roots, proudly proclaiming them to the
world. And when Annabelle's children heard the
proclamations, they made contact with Doris,
asking to meet Molly, their amazing grandmother.
Furthermore, though Molly died recently
Oanuary 2004), Molly-like heroines still inhabit the
aboriginal bush, as Phillip Noyce, the director of
Rabbit Proof Fence, discovered in 2000. To portray
Molly, he hired a poor, inexperienced half-caste,
Everlyn Sampi, whose own mother had once been
taken into custody by the Department of Aboriginal
Affairs. But when, like Neville, Noyce told Everlyn

how to act-expecting her to follow a script chosen
by people with power-she tried to run away. More
than once. Life imitating art imitating life. And
quite a contrast to the Oscar-nominated actress
playing Pai in Whale Rider, Keisha Castle-Hughes,
who sat beaming in the Academy Awards audience-like Pai in the tribal canoe-wearing a patrician sounding name and an evening gown.
This is not at all to disparage Castle-Hughes'
performance, which deserved the Oscar nomination, or the film, which I regard as one of the finest
releases last year. It is only to foreground the
difference between the successes of real life and

those of fiction. Whether or not it is true that every
great woman has had a man in front of her tripping
her up, as in Whale Rider, the experiences of Molly
Craig, both inside and outside of Rabbit Proof
Fence, confirm what most of us know: that success
is rarely painless and certainly never pure. f
Crystal Downing's book on Sayers, Writing
Performances: The Stages of Dorothy L. Sayers, is
due out from Palgrave Macmillan this August. She is
indebted to Emily Rainville, who provided the
background research on Rabbit Proof Fence.

THE DAY MY MOTHER DIED
The day my mother died
I went to the grocery store
And bought grapes and tea
And pasta-My sister called.
We talked about the reunion
And made a date for coffee
Early Wednesday morning.
The day my mother died
I went to the post office
To mail her birthday present.
It cost four dollars to mail
The brown paper package
Which hid a patchwork quilt.
My daughter drew a snowflake
On the wrapping even though
My mother died in July.
The day my mother died
I picked my son up from school.
He was assigned a family tree
For homework. While I cooked
In the kitchen, I dictated datesBirths and deaths and marriages.
My daughter drew a blue daffodil
That I was hanging on the fridge
When my sister called again
And told me my mother died.

Rebecca Guess
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a believer sings the truth
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EMPHIS, EARLY FALL, 1954. SUNliGHT HITS

the sidewalk outside 706 Union Avenue. The dust
in the tiny control booth is whipped up by the
whirring playback machine. With a voice and a
phrase that would soon be iconic, the young appliance salesman on the phone says, "Hello, I'm
Johnny Cash." Then he dives right in: "I'm a
gospel singer and I want to record gospel."
Sam Phillips leans back in his chair and gives it
to him straight. "I can't sell enough gospel to stay
in business. Call me back when you have something commercial."
So he did.
Having not wowed Phillips at their first audition some months earlier, Johnny Cash and the
Tennessee Two go back to Sun Records in May of
'55 with "Hey Porter" and "Cry, Cry, Cry." The
single is released the next month, followed by
"Folsom Prison Blues," "I Walk the Line," and "Big
River."
"But Mr. Phillips, I'm a gospel singer, you
see .... "
Mr. Phillips would let his new star record
precious little of the Lord's music, and certainly
never release any of it to radio in the short time
Cash and his mates spent at Sun. The artist's first
album of sacred material, Hymns by Johnny Cash
in 1959, would be his second with Columbia.
That he lost no time in establishing himself as a
gospel singer after signing with the label (indeed,
such a desire is often cited as the reason he left
Sun) is the first indication of many that Cash's
commitment to the life of faith outstripped that
of other performers who would never have taken
the risk-or the time. While his secular and
topical material often got the greater notice,
Johnny Cash would continue to release gospel
albums alongside his pop and country offerings
for the rest of his career. Sometimes they
appeared on Columbia (putting together nine
gospel albums in almost thirty years); other times
such collections appeared elsewhere (Believe in
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Him on Word, A Believer Sings the Truth on
Cachet) when his current label wasn't interested.
But John R. Cash was always interested,
deeply so. One never gets the sense with Cash that
hymns and hand-clappers and mommas' favorites
were recorded because that's what was expected of
him. No, Cash seemed never to do what was
expected of him. No one asked for two-record
concept albums about the Holy Land; no one
counted on the major motion picture The Gospel
Road (and it's double-album soundtrack) doing
anything; no one expected his follow-up to the
autobiographical Man in Black to be Man in White,
a novel about the apostle Paul; maybe someone
expected him to do a fourteen-cassette "books on
tape" reading of the New Testament-but by then
it was the late eighties.

YT

WHEN A FULL-PAGE APPRECIATION RAN IN THE

San Francisco Chronicle the day after his death
(written by critic James Sullivan), there was no
direct mention of Johnny Cash as a man of faith, a
man whose love for-and profound awareness of
being loved by-a living savior was the foundation
of all he did, musically and personally. There was
the usual stuff about his being "a simple man of
contradictory impulses," an addict, a legend, and a
stubborn truth-teller. But the word "Christian"
never appeared. Sullivan was right-on, however, in
finding a bit of Cash's self-penned liner notes to a
gospel collection to be "as precise a summation of
his life's work as any": "At times, I'm a voice crying
in the wilderness, but at times I'm right on the
money, and I know what I'm singing about."
It is standard industry practice to farm out
such things as Christian material to specialty labels
when the major can't be bothered to keep it in the
catalog. Hence, The Holy Land, Cash's 1968 travelogue of a trip to Israel with his new wife June
Carter, is now found on Harmony and the first
serious compilation of his early gospel recordings

(1959-1974) appeared only when Columbia's
parent company loaned the tapes to the former
Vanguard Recording Society of New York, New
York. Just As I Am, released in 1999, features liner
notes by Cash chronicler John L. Smith and twenty
selections from five albums. Columbia's own
effort, God, was one of three themed compilations
released in 2000 (the others being Love and
Murder). Together they're a damn good place to
hear what he's singing about.
the old rugged Cash
When Johnny Cash's second gospel album,
Hymns From the Heart, was released in June
1962, Owen Bryce of the UK pop weekly Disc had
this to say:
I've got to admit that Johnny Cash's voice
is quite something, but the scope of this
record is sickening, and it's most definitely
not for me. There's something quite awful
about this class of material. It's bad
enough to have all those cowboys singing
songs about their lost loved ones ... but as
far as I'm concerned religion is a thing
people ought to be happy about. Johnny
Cash and his arrangers make it sound like
the cattle-rancher's burden. You can be
reverent and emotional without all that
sob stuff. I realize that in the part of
America where C&W is most prominent
religion does take on that severe, austere
you-miserable-lot-of-sinners attitude. . .
and it's more than likely that they'll go for
this in a big way out there ... if they're
prepared to admit that God doesn't object
to the pleasures of the phonograph!
Oh no, religious Americans had no problem
reconciling God with vinyl long-players (and some
of us Puritans still swear by them). Nor did they
mind how dull Cash could sound when reaching
for reverence-he was never less than sincere, but
it would be several more years before that lovely
voice would take on the rumbling humble
authority necessary for many of these hymns. What
he does display on those first two gospel records is
a sweet, almost boyish belief in the power of the
songs to make real the Reality they address. When
he sings "My God is Real" (God) the familiar
tremor in his voice is more the trembling of a firsttime acolyte in awe of the altar.
Other performances sound more like

reportage than testimony, but already Cash's gospel
work featured a sweeping, angel-band feel in
several of the arrangements that brought uplift to
all that sob stuff. Both of the Hymns albums should
be prayed in their entirety, but Just As I Am
includes two from the second that lift us up.
"When He Reached Down His Hand For Me" is of
the miserable-lot-of-sinners class Bryce found so
sickening, wherein Cash admits he was "wretched
and vile as could be." But as his Savior reaches way
down, the background voices swell way up and
soon John is borne on sopranos' wings, his
redemption assured. "If We Never Meet Again" is
what comes after-that meeting place by the side
of the River of Life. This time the background
singers sound like the departing friends Cash hopes
to see somewhere in heaven.
Now, these are religious country songs, a.k.a.
"white gospel," and as such are staid in presentation, if not severe and austere; any musical action
is strictly melodic, and there's not much of that.
Unlike Southern preaching, it's all nuance and
detail. Any tension or joy are found in Cash's
expressions-the way he stretches "reeeeeached
way down," or the hint of abandon with which he
shades "free" in this verse:
I was near to despair when he came to me there
and he showed me that I could be free
then he lifted my feet, gave me gladness complete
when He reached down His hand for me
And yet "gladness complete" feels like a stretch.
Such satisfaction and despair-free living seem
always to be elsewhere: the way the singer is when
not singing. Or the way the singer would like to be.
There's a detachment in these performances such
that a listener is left impressed, not moved.
And the singer knew it. "I used to sing all those
gospel songs," Cash told Penthouse, "but I really
never felt them. And maybe I was a little bit
ashamed of myself [for] the hypocrisy of it all:
there I was, singing the praises of the Lord and
singing about the beauty and the peace you can
find in Him-and I was stoned."
going home
When Johnny Cash was asked in 1975 what
finally caused him to give up drugs, he answered:
"God." He could have added June Carter Cash and
their son John Carter. These two steadying influences-the first a surprising fighter who flushed his
pills, the second a little redhead who followed him

everywhere-brought the man back to saying "I'm
When Kris Kristofferson laments Cash's passmg
not playing church-the spiritual strength I have is
with "he represents integrity-and, Jesus, that's
real, it's solid, and I don't compromise it." It's one
just what we can't afford to lose today," this is what
of his career's greatest victories that when he died
he's talking about. Such no-salvation-outside-thethere wasn't a soul who doubted that.
bedroom crap not only hurts the ears but leaves so
June had a dream once where John stood upon
many behind-you know Sting ain't talkin' about
a mountain with a Bible in his hand. So they went
ugly. Cash embraced ugly, invited it, even. He and
to Israel to find the mountain. While there they
June probably played more prisons and Indian
recorded descriptions of the holy sites they visited
reservations than any other performers, never
and later in the studio interspersed them with new
afraid to share the good news with the lowly whom
songs, mostly Cash's own. The Holy Land was
Christ raised up. Merle Haggard was a prisoner at
released between two pillars of his career, the live
San Quentin when Cash played there in 1958.
albums recorded at Folsom Prison
Though hoarse and ragged, Cash
Cash embraced
and San Quentin. "For somebody
won the crowd over: "He was a
like me," he said, "going to Israel is
mean mother from the South who
ugly, invited it,
like going home. You see the things
was
there because he loved us." And
even. He and June
you've been singing about all your
when John took Peter La Farge's
probably played
life." While the album's memorable
"Ballad of Ira Hayes" to number
more
prisons
and
single "Daddy Sang Bass" would be
three on the charts in 1964, singing
Indian reservations of the Pima Indian war hero who
Cash's first gospel entry on the pop
charts, it is the wind-marred spoken
died drunk in the gutter, he did so
than any other
portions that are truly affecting as
over
radio's objections. "'Ira Hayes'
performers, never
Johnny and June confront what
is strong medicine," he spat back.
afraid to share the
they've been singing about.
"So
ts
Rochester-Harlemgood news with the Birmingham and Vietnam."
lowly whom Christ
So is The Carter Family's "The
A
T CALVARY, THE HUSH AND
Kneeling
Drunkard's
Plea."
raised up.
humility are palpable. ''And now
Recorded with Tom Petty and the
here we stand in the approximate spot where the
Heartbreakers for Unchained in 1996, Cash
cross stood," John intones quietly, breathing hard.
relishes the story of the son who comes a day too
late to his dying mother's side. "Lord have mercy
"In this very spot, supposedly on this very spot, is
where Christ was nailed to the cross, the cross lay in'
on me!" he pleads, and with that audacious assurflat on the ground." The problem of particularity
ance of years' worth of evangelical preaching Cash
has plagued him throughout. He pauses, then gets
sings: "as he knelt there on the ground, I know
that God in heaven looked down."
Satan behind him:
I don't think at this time that it really, after
The song appears on God, a product of Cash's
mid-'90s comeback when, according to Chris
what I've seen today and what is just
Dickinson, Cash was marketed to "an audience
before me now, that it makes a lot of
difference whether or not this was exactly
that wore crosses not as Christian symbols but as
fashion accessories." During this time the sinner
the very spot where Christ was crucified.
was valued over the saved, and while Cash
And I feel proud in that I'm able in my lifecontinued to give gospel a place in his show, he
time to come and stand, if not in the exact
seemed distracted by his ascendancy to iconic
spot, within a few feet or a few yards at
status for the generation in black. So alongside
least of where it all happened, where our
early work and a few rare items on God one gets
Christianity began, the most holiest of
some
latter-day
legend-milking.
But
holy spots for the Christians.
"Redemption," from American Recordings, is one
And he kneels down.
of the most poetic and satisfying songs Cash ever
wrote, full of a Savior's flowing blood that gives
sacred love
"There's no religion but sex and music"
life and sets captives free. John loved his job, but
singeth Sting on his new album, Sacred Love. Yuck.
he'd never place a song above the Lord it praises.
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No matter what sacred love Sting thinks he's
singing about, tying the transcendent to sex and
music means nobody gets saved-nobody.
extremist
There's a radio show in my area that always
signs off with, "The important thing is to not stop
questioning"-as if one becomes immediately
suspect upon finding an answer. If "What is life all
about?" can be answered with, "It's about this,"
Jack, you're dead. For many in his new audience,
Cash came to life only when he gave voice to those
characters not yet living the answer but still
suffering the question. It's one thing to be fascinated by Cash's faults-and no fan worth their
boom-chicka-boom would cast him as some sort of
saint-but it's quite another to think those faults,
his "contradictory impulses," the whole story.
The whole story must take account of the
simplicity, real and assumed, with which Cash
addressed simple men and women who understood
that faith is all-the gift that has been given them

is all they have to give. He gave them songs for
what it is to believe God's promises like one
believes the sky is blue. When songs made reference to doubts and snares, they were never
specific; the very singing of them blew them away.
If anyone was ready to die, he was.
In his "Letter from a Birmingham Jail," Martin
Luther King is initially disappointed at being categorized an extremist by his fellow clergy. But then
he comes to ask, "Was not Jesus an extremist in
love?" The question then becomes not whether one
would be an extremist, but what kind of extremist
one would be. Johnny Cash chose to be an
extremist in love. And if we can't stand in the exact
spot he did, within a few feet is fine.

f

J.D. Buhl has never been to the Holy Land, but he
sure loves hearing people sing about it. He serves
as adjunct faculty in philosophy and theology for
several San Fransisco Bay Area institutions.

SHORE LINE EAST
For Ann
A stand of hardwood gives way
to wetlands, we called swamps
when we were boys. Wonders
ecological meld into green
backyards. Rusty jungle gyms
await children or grandchildren.
Geese fertilize a lawn.
A swirling ghost billows
across the tracks, the train floats
quiet as a kayak hugs
Mist clears.
the shore of the marsh.
Low tide exposes the muddied
hull of a tattered schooner.
Am I that old? Around the bend
my stop comes into view.
On the platform the woman
in the Gibson Girl hat waves;
the question answered.

Paul D. Steinke

Walter Wangerin. Saint Julian. San
Fransisco: HarperSanFransisco,
2003.
"Oh, dear my listener," the
scribe of Walter Wangerin's Saint
Julian abjures us, "you need not
examine this thing so much as
dance with it-and, if you will,
enter in and make it your habitation a while" (208). The speaker is
not the book's anonymous
narrator but the elderly medieval
pastor who has compiled the story
of Julian the Hospitaller, the
patron saint of all who care for the
needy, all who extend hospitality
to the destitute. In an act of
remarkable historical imagination,
Wangerin takes us inside a world
where a wounded stag can speak, a
new-born babe declare Benedico
Domino, and a redeemed soul be
borne off to heaven by Christ
disguised as a miserable leper.
It is evident that Wangerin is
seeking yet again to move beyond
the ordinary confines of fiction,
perhaps beyond the limits of art
itself. An accomplished medievalist
as well as a prize-winning
novelist-The Book of the Dun
Cow received the National Book
Award in 1978-Wangerin has
repeatedly had recourse to "the
old world," as he calls it: the
world of Greek myth, of biblical
narrative and, in this case, of the
Thirteenth century collection
called The Golden Legend. This
final move may seem surprising,
since Julian's historicity is so
suspect that he is no longer
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included in the approved calendar
of saints, even though many
European churches are dedicated
to his charism, especially the gift
of ferrying passengers across troubled waters.
I suspect that Wangerin is
drawn to antique ages because
they refused our convenient
distinction between the natural
and the supernatural. So long as
we can keep them safely separate,
we can live comfortably in the
former while reducing the latter
either to smarmy piety or prescientific credulity. We can also
avoid the searing moral and religious demands which their
enmeshment requires of us.
Wangerin's aged minor cleric who
tells this tale knows of no such
divide. He wants us to approach
his book not as a mere diverting
story, therefore, but as the faithful
account of a strange saint who
should be our exemplar as well as
his. "I seek no praise," the priest
confesses in the prologue to his
story. "I seek, rather, your confidence and your profoundest trust.
Moreover, and most delicately of
all, I seek in you an obedient
spirit" (xix). Julian's biographer
wants to win our souls and save
our lives, to convert us to religious
vision and moral virtue. We must
not read neutrally, therefore, if we
are to read this book aright. We
must read obediently and trustingly, taking this man's word as the
truth, thus altering our lives
accordingly. Or perhaps turning
away in revulsion, scandalized at

such saint-mongering.
This is the way most Christian
books were once written, of
course. Dante did not create the
Divine Comedy as an interesting
mythical account of a character
who descends into Hell and then
climbs Mount Purgatory before
ascending to Paradise. No: Dante
wants his readers to join him as
fellow pilgrims on his arduous
journey through the three postearthly states in order that we
might be warned away from
perpetual
damnation
and
persuaded into permanent bliss.
Milton summoned all of his
massive learning and huge poetic

''He is the Saint of
every ordinary mortal.
He is, moreover, the
Saint of them that have
sinned uncommonly,
whether by heart or by
hand, and whose peculiar penitence grants
them to know a most
uncommon grace.
Mystery attends both
his borning and his
dying, but such mystery
as precedes our own
consciousness and that
follows it, too.''
talent to the making of Paradise
Lost for similar purposes. His aim
was not merely to create the first
English epic on the scale of his

great predecessors, but also to
reveal the subtlety and horror of
sin, as well as to offer the one
remedy against it.
This is not to say that Dante
and Milton were propagandists
who suborned their art to their
faith; on the contrary, they
produced poetry of the highest in
order to convey convictions of the
deepest kind. Wangerin takes up
this long and venerable Christian
tradition of writing books that are
meant to transform lives. Hence
his imaginative account of a
medieval saint whose works and
days should impinge drastically on
our own:
He is the Saint of every
ordinary mortal. He is,
moreover, the Saint of
them that have sinned
uncommonly, whether by
heart or by hand, and
whose peculiar penitence
grants them to know a
most uncommon grace.
Mystery attends both his
borning and his dying, but
such mystery as precedes
our own consciousness
and that follows it, too.
(xxiii)
Julian was an uncommon
sinner because he was a man of
uncommon gifts. Born to a noble
lineage, he enjoyed all the ceremonies and courtesies of life
within a medieval demesne. His
parents were lord and lady of the
castle. It was located perhaps in
France-though the precise location is never specified, perhaps to
make the story timeless as well as
timely. From his very birth-when
he wept at his mother's pangs and
healed her torn flesh with his
tears-Julian's life was filled with
preternatural power. Though born
on St. Michael's Day, the infant
asked to be named after a pagan

potentate. He learned Latin by age
four and he delighted to repeat the
Mass in unison with the priest,
discovering that words have
magical strength, even over
animals. A splendid hunter and
soldier, Julian was knighted at age
sixteen. As a Crusader, he proved
to be an expert Moor-slayer. Yet
the youthful Julian also took
delight in assisting the Almoner as
he provided benefactions for the
poor. And because he spent so
much time in prayer, Julian
became known as the knight who
was also an anchorite.
Yet Julian's devotions were far
from pure. He was pained by the
lascivious thrill he found in killing.
It made him feel godlike: "The
lovely thunk of [his arrow's] bite
in flesh brought Julian to life so
brightly, so abruptly, he seemed to
wake from some primeval
slumber-already flying toward
his prey, full of the knowledge of
death" (55). This youth most alive
with life's gifts was gradually
transformed into a lover of
slaughter. Thus did the saint-inthe-making become, unbeknownst
to all but himself, a demon of
destruction. Hence his enormous
relevance for us. For all that is
medieval about Julian, he is also a
thoroughly modern man-a creature hag-ridden by anxiety, unable
to find satisfaction in any accomplishment, thus driven to a
nihilistic delight in death. Yet he
remains deeply human even in his
degradation. Therein, Wangerin
suggests, lies his hope as well as
our own. "0 Christ," Julian's
chronicler confesses, "how thin is
the glaze 'twixt love and brutality.
A little heat only, and kissing is
killing instantly. How, then, can
we save ourselves from the
cunning of our own deepest cravings?" (87).

The heart of Julian's story
concerns his awful fulfillment of a
curse laid on him by a stag that he
had shot through the skull-a
prophecy that Julian would slay
both his father and mother. Unlike
Oedipus, Julian is thoroughly
guilty. Instead of walking ignorantly into his predicted acts of
primal carnage, he takes desperate
flight from them. His penitence is
indeed terrible, but it does not lie
in deeds of righteousness that
atone for his dreadful sins.
Wangerin has too Lutheran an
imagination for such valiant selfrescue. Julian is made to discover,
instead, the dark night of his own
soul. It arrives by way of a torment
greater than any guilt deriving
from a double parricide. Because
God has assumed our full
humanity
m
Christ-thus
revealing the divinity of every
creature-Julian comes to a selfrecognition far more searing than
Oedipus'. He has slain not his own
parents alone, but all parents; not
the many Moors he massacred on
the battlefield, but all other
Muslims as well; not God's
precious animals that he butchered
in field and forest, but also God
himself. Such a demonic abomination as he has become, Julian
concludes, must be ruthlessly
expunged by his own suicidal
hand.
Julian is saved from selfmurder by learning that God's
mildest mercy is his fiercest justice.
The faithfulness of Julian's friends
reveals the starkness of his sin, and
his wife's innocent suffering in his
behalf prompts Julian's sharpest
grief. A penitent life, Julian learns,
is not a grudging condition for
receiving God's grace so much as
its gladsome product. And since
Julian has been shown utterly
unfettered forgiveness, he 1s

summoned to become an utterly
drastic giver of grace-namely, to
become a saint. Julian lives out his
saintly service in a way so remarkable that the reviewer must not
disclose it. Suffice it to say that, for
Wangerin and his nameless cleric,
all of us Christians-not only the
officially canonized-are meant to
be saints.
A novel such as Saint Julian
would seem to belong alongside
other fictional and dramatic
accounts of sainthood: Frederick
Buechner's Godric, T. S. Eliot's
Murder in the Cathedral, perhaps
Evelyn Waugh's Helena. Yet
Wangerin's book differs from
these in a hugely important
regard: he has not performed an
act of imaginative historical reconstruction so much as a revelation
of how the lives of saints come to
be told in the first place-and thus
how we are to read and follow
them in our own time. Wangerin's
humble scribe confesses that
Julian's story is a tangle of fact and
fiction, of history and myth, of the
natural and the supernatural. Such
splendid and awful admixtures,
Wangerin demonstrates, lie at the
heart of life's own mystery: the
mystery that both precedes and
follows the birth and death of
every living thing.
Mystery in the Christian sense
is not a synonym for enigma or
conundrum-those things that
balk the mind and stifle understanding. The God who has paradoxically identified himself in
wretched Israel and its failed
Messiah is the Mystery who invites
his people into ever deeper, ever
more inexhaustible knowledge and
wisdom. Rather than trying to sort
out the actual from the seeming,
therefore, Wangerin and his scribe
give us the full and unadulterated
legend of Saint Julian. Thus are we
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given a sly and salutary alternative
to our standard historical-critical
approaches to ancient texts. For
all the good they have done, the
of
scientific
excavators
Scripture-as Hans Frei and
others have shown-often impoverish our reading and living of the
sacred text by having us ask
whether the things narrated literally happened rather than what
their happening signifies.
Wangerin's fictional life of
Saint Julian is neither fact or
fiction but something akin to the
genre that the Jewish critic Robert
Alter assigns to the narrative
portion of the Hebrew Bible: he
calls it a non-fiction novel. Karl
Barth made a similar suggestion
when he described the creation
narratives of Genesis as sagas:
stories rooted in events so distant
as to be historically unrecoverable,
but having theological import
transcending anything that mere
empirical research could establish.
Wangerin's splendid book reminds
us that the ancient legenda of the
saints are not to be taken as hagiographical falsehoods awaiting our
tedious demythologizing. The
etymology of the word rightly
suggests that they are meant to be
read-and thus also to be marked,
learned, and inwardly digested, as
the Book of Common Prayer once
declared. Wangerin's Saint Julian
accomplishes this task magnificently. It inspires what it invites:
holy living and holy dying, a
trusting obedience in the Christian
life of hospitality, the ferrying of
suffering souls across life's fearsome chasms and floods.
Ralph C. Wood

Norman Wirzba. The Paradise of
God: Renewing Religion in an
Ecological Age. New York: Oxford
University Press, 2003.
Let me state up front that Norman
Wirzba's new book is simply one
of the best in the field. Wirzba
(philosophy, Georgetown College,
Kentucky) demonstrates not only
that he has learned much from
Wendell Berry, having edited The
Art of the Commonplace: The
Agrarian Essays of Wendell Berry
and The Essential Agrarian Reader:
of
Culture,
The
Future
Community, and the Land, but
also that he has much of his own
to offer about, as the subtitle has
it, the renewing of religion in our
ecological age. His prose is
graceful, at times elegant. His
learning is prodigious without
being pedantic. His reading is wide
and deep with insights aplenty.
Wirzba's thesis is simple: "The
central argument of this book is
that we will not enjoy each other
and the earth until we come to a
clear understanding of the
meaning of creation and our place
within it" (ix). In an introduction
in which our human arrogance
and pride is limned and our creaturely embeddedness and embodiedness is rightly set forth, Wirzba
presents his thesis in more detail:
"It is the central claim of this book
that an appreciation for the
doctrine of creation will lead to a
meaningful, wholesome reconnection with the wider social, ecological, cosmological, and divine
contexts in which we necessarily
live. Out of this reconnection the
possibility will emerge for a
renewal of identity and vocation"-an ennobling of work and
play-"that will expand the scope
and range of our affections and
care." This in turn will "demand a

transformation of current cultural
forms that deny creation" (15).
In subsequent chapters Wirzba
probes two sources to fund this
understanding and support this
thesis: agrarian/scientific ecology
and the Jewish and Christian
doctrines of creation. With
respect to the latter, in chapter
one careful attention is given to
selected biblical texts-Genesis
1-2, Job, Revelation 21-22,
among others-in order to properly discern the shape and character of creation. These insightful
and nuanced readings demonstrate that there is much ecological wisdom in Scripture. The
implications of the Bible for a
proper Christian understanding of
"humanity's place in creation" are
set forth in chapter four. Here
Wirzba carefully considers two
common
proposals-to
see
humans as stewards or as Cltlzens-and rightly rejects them.
Like a number of scholars in the
current debate (most eloquently
the Lutheran theologian Paul
Santmire), Wirzba favors the
image of humans as servants of
creation. In his words, "What we
need, therefore, is an account of
human dominion that takes seriously the imago Dei and that
acknowledges human uniqueness
without turning it into despotic
exploitation. For this task the
image of the servant of creation is
appropriate" (135). This proposal
is persuasively spelled out in terms
of gratitude to God, attentiveness
and responsiveness to the earth,
and hospitality to all.
The intervening chapters
provide historical explanation and
biological elaboration. In chapter
two, "Culture as the Denial of
Creation," Wirzba describes "how
various historical developments
have compromised our ability to

experience ourselves and the
world as creation" (64). In particular, he delineates five features of
contemporary life that make it
difficult to see ourselves as
servants of creation: the rise of the
modern scientific worldview, the
eclipse of agrarian life, the dominance of a technological or instrumental mindset, a culture of
abstraction, and the irrelevance of
God. This last feature is perhaps
most telling. Wirzba argues that
"as we have become controllers of
our own fate, God has simply
become an unnecessary hypothesis. We, rather than God, run the
world." So talk of God is "simply
quaint, a reflection of the refusal
to deal with the naturalistic
assumptions of modern science"
(91). This is, I suspect, more true
than many of us would like to
admit. And, similarly to observations made by others, Wirzba
observes that "it is increasingly
difficult to look at our environment and not see everywhere a
reflection of ourselves and our
own activity," and thus "the possibility for the experience of grace,
gtven a humanly engineered
world, is, if not gone, at least hard
to find" (91-92). Space prohibits a
deeper exploration of this argument. Suffice it to say that while
some will contest various claims,
the overall argument, in my view,
goes a considerable distance in
providing a compelling explanation for why we do, in fact, live in
a culture that denies the world as
creation.
Chapter three lays out "The
Difference Ecology Makes."
Wirzba first offers, in the spirit of
David Orr, a trenchant critique of
the anti-ecological goals and practices of our educational institutions. In contrast, the land ethic of
Aldo Leopold is put forward as an

ecologically informed ethic that
moves beyond the anthropocentrism and individualism common
today. To this ecological ethic
Wirzba, again following Leopold,
adds "an ecological aesthetic." We
humans need, he perceptively
insists, not only to rethink who we
are and where we are; we also
need to see and feel the world in
new ways. Our sympathies and
desires must be rearranged. We
must learn, in the words of Bill
McKibben, "to recalibrate desire
so that we're satisfied by the sugar
maples and not the shopping
mall." This is, in my judgment,
one of the most important insights
of the book, fleshed out in terms
of a "garden aesthetic" of nondestructive presence.
The final chapter, "Becoming a
Culture of Creation," spells out
what such a rethinking and redesiring would look like. How
should we think of work, of
Sabbath, of our economy, of our
communities, if we are to master
the art of being a creature? There
is much food for thought here and
in the practical suggestions (e.g.,
become gardeners, support local
economies, rethink energy use,
unplug the media) found in the
brief conclusion. What is most
important and refreshing is that
these practices are set forth with a
spirit of delight and hope.
Learning the art of being the creatures we humans are is no gloomy
task of renunciation. It is, rather,
the joy-filled embrace of a life that
knows the limits and the possibilities of its place and the meaning of
'enough.'
Of course not everything here
is perfectly clear or agreeable. I
wonder whether the terms
'agrarian' and 'scientific' can so
easily be conjoined, given that the
instrumental proclivities of the

serve a redemptive function. By
the end of Part One, it is even
harder to understand his interest
in this theological approach to the
city, when he asserts, "Certainly
the Biblical witness and general
observation would suggest just as
much, if not more, potential for
spiritual growth in a rural setting"
(72).
In
the
second
section,
"Markers of the City," Jacobsen
lays out more specifically urban
planning principles, discussing the
concepts of public space, pedestrian scale, beauty, and hospitality.
Although he offers insights in this
portion of the text, the narrow
presentation of the complex issues
of urban design calls into question
his overall argument. The lack of a
balanced view of urban planning
as an historic and a contemporary
issue is disappointing, as is his
failure to consider models beyond
New Urbanism, which he defines
as "a movement of architects,
builders, city planners, and lay
persons that advocates developments based upon principles of
historic downtowns and traditional neighborhoods" (170), for a
uniquely Christian understanding
of the city.
Even though I began reading
this book with great anticipation, I
found Jacobsen's treatment of the
subject ultimately unsatisfying.
The subtitle, New Urbanism and
the Christian Faith, points to the
text's two basic problems. First,
Jacobsen does not really explore
New Urbanism as a movement.
Although he gives tidbits of information about New Urbanism, such
as a cursory history of Seaside,
Florida,
and
provides
an
''Appendix C: the Charter of the
New Urbanism," Jacobsen never
clearly demonstrates that New
Urbanism is a good solution to the
problems which he blames on
poorly designed towns. Although
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the basic premise of traditionalism
in neighborhood planning may be
appealing, Jacobsen only mentions
and then brushes aside its problems, such as economic elitism and
land developers' role in promoting
New Urbanism. More importantly,
though, he fails to mention that
New Urbanism has not been
without its critics since Seaside,
the first New Urbanism project,
was designed in 1981, most
recently in a Metropolis article by
Alex Marshall, "Seaside Turns
Twenty" Gune 2001).
The book's other problem is its
discussion of the Christian
concerns implicit in Jacobsen's
argument. Although other writers
have dealt with issues of hospitality
and
neighborliness,
Jacobsen's treatment is original
and thus deserves to be discussed
in detail rather than presented as a
"given." For instance, in Chapter
Six, he discusses walking, giving
seven scriptural passages using
variations of "walk" for other
words, such as "live" or "behave,"
and then a selection from one critical text, The Complete Book of
Everyday Christianity, which
explains that "walking" refers to
everyday life in a more explicit
way than the broader terms do. I
found myself wanting to have
more than one voice substantiating
this use of Scripture, especially
since the passage quoted seems less
literal than Jacobsen's application
of it. Jacobsen appears reluctant to
walk through Scripture and critical
literature, much as he admonishes
suburbanites for not wanting to
walk through their neighborhoods.
In the end, I was glad to have
read Jacobsen's book, in spite of my
reservations about his treatment of
the material. The Church does have
a significant role to play in
reforming our towns and cities. Yet,
I still await the book that can

demonstrate that Christian theology
can and should initiate a reorganization of our understanding and habitation of our built environmentsurban, suburban, and rural.

Christopher Eads

Lauren F. Winner. Mudhouse
Sabbath. Brewster, MA: Paraclete
Press, 2003.
Christians everywhere will
soon celebrate the high holy days
of Easter, and Jews the Passover.
The two feasts converge meaningfully, if briefly, for the Gospels
state that Jesus celebrated the
Passover the night he was arrested
in Gethsemane. This season of
religious affirmation for Jews and
Christians alike is an especially
appropriate one in which to read
Winner's
Mudhouse
Lauren
Sabbath, a book that asks
Christian readers to look to
Judaism to enrich their faith.
In some ways, Mudhouse
Sabbath rides the wave of recent
interest in spiritual practices,
following such books as Dorothy
Bass' Practicing Our Faith and
Stephanie Paulsell's Honoring the
Body, which seek to help readers
find concrete ways to live out their
faith. This is precisely what
Winner wants to do. Winner's take
on spiritual practices is, however,
quite particular. Winner herself is
a convert from Judaism to
Christianity, and it is in the Jewish
tradition that she finds the key to
being a more attentive Christian.
In her introduction, she writes,
"Christian practices would be
enriched, would be thicker and
more vibrant, if we took a few
lessons from Judaism" (ix). In the
book's eleven ensuing chapters,
Winner gives the reader "lessons"
in Jewish practices, ranging from
prayer and fasting to candle-

lighting and mezuzot (the nailing
of Old Testament verses to one's
doorpost). In each chapter, she
provides a brief synopsis of a
particular practice and suggests
ways in which it might be incorporated into a Christian way of life.
Despite Winner's use of the
term "lessons," Mudhouse Sabbath
is more memoir than it is guidebook or theological reflection. It is
a slim volume that, like a journal,
could very nearly fit in the pocket
of a jacket. It is something
personal that can be taken everywhere, perhaps even to the
Mudhouse, a coffee shop in
Charlottesville, Virginia that
Winner frequents on Sunday afternoons to guzzle hot chai and
contemplate her faith and that
gives the book its title.
And Mudhouse Sabbath reads
as though Winner's audience were
sitting at the coffee shop with her.
In each chapter, Winner not only
provides "lessons," but also relates
them to the intimate details of her
life. Her readers become her
trusted confidants. In this,
Mudhouse Sabbath bears a distinct
resemblance to Winner's previously published memoir, Girl
Meets God, in which readers get
the full story of her conversion to
Christianity. In both works,
Winner's
personality
comes
through loud and clear. Girl Meets
God, for example, opens with
Winner's encounter with an exboyfriend at a history conference
in Oxford, Mississippi. Similarly,
in Mudhouse Sabbath, Winner
interweaves her lesson on prayer
with an account of a trip to
Georgia to meet her current
boyfriend's family. The theme is
continued in the chapter on
weddings, where readers learn of
her engagement and wedding
plans. This is Winner at her best.
Her stories are told with humor
and honesty, and they make her

spiritual journey more real. They
are not, for the most part, the
triumphant stories of discipline
overcoming weakness, but of frank
admission of difficulty and failure.
Even as an Orthodox Jew, Winner
relates, she once broke her fast by
making a salami sandwich in the
Jewish deli where she worked.
Perhaps because of Winner's
insistence on personal experience
over theological argument, some
chapters don't deliver as much as
they could in terms of the practices
themselves. The chapter on hospitality, for example, begins with a
description of Winner's very
hospitable Episcopal church in
Charlottesville (through whose
hospitality she met her fiancee),
then flies through a summary of
Jewish writings and practices,
some so enticing (for example, the
rabbinic teaching of building a
house with doors on all four sides
to welcome guests) that the reader
longs for more information (do
Jews really build their houses this
way?). One wonders, though, if
Winner's own church is already so
hospitable, what is it about Jewish
hospitality that she misses and
wants to adopt?
The answer to that question
seems to lie in the idea that
Judaism is a religion of "doing."
What separates Christian hospitality from Jewish hospitality is
that, for Jews, practicing hospitality is a law. Like the other practices described m Mudhouse
Sabbath, it is not simply a timehonored tradition or a heartfelt
response to one's faith. It is something Jews do because they are
commanded to do it. In suggesting
that Christians take up these practices, Winner mentions but does
not elaborate upon the paradox
that the Christian faith is largely
based on freedom from the Old
Testament
law.
But
then,
Christianity is a religion of

paradox.
More powerful are Winner's
descriptions of practices that
Christians do not have, for
example the mezuzah. Previous
authors have often sought to
distinguish Christian from nonChristian practices. For example,
in Celebration of Discipline,
Richard Foster differentiates the
Old Testament mezuzah from the
Christian discipline of study,
which "replaces laws written on
the doorposts with laws written on
the heart." Winner, by contrast,
refuses to entertain the Old
Testament commandment as a
metaphor for a more spiritually
based Christianity. She wonders
what Christians are missing by not
posting their faith on their doorframe and puzzles over the irony
that, although she put up mezuzot
as a Jew, as a Christian she wrestles
with an "ever-present hesitation to
proclaim the gospel" (140).
Stories like this make it clear
that Winner deeply misses "Jewish
ways," as she affirms in the introduction, and Mudhouse Sabbath is
as much about whether or not she
will be able to incorporate her
former religion into her present
faith as it is a collection of lessons.
This is brought home by the very
structure of Winner's book. Many
previous books, such as Foster's
Celebration of Discipline and Bass'
Practicing Our Faith, describe
twelve spiritual practices. Twelve
is, of course, a number rich with
religious significance. It is a
number of wholeness. Mudhouse
Sabbath, however, contains only
eleven practices. More than any
eloquent argument or personal
anecdote, this shows Winner's
anxiety over the inevitable gap
between her two faiths.

Lisa Deam

EASTER VIGIL
In memory of Matthew
From the church's side door we follow the candle
held aloft in the uncertain spring evening, this dead time
between death and birth, treading the pavement to the opened
narthex door, the procession silent as dusk. Our tapers flare
briefly as they steal flame, then settle into small, steady burns,
each a puncture to the gathered darkness of the sanctuary.
The human story-the rebellions, the redemptions-read
in darkness, the light to some a present shimmer, to most
a dim promise. And you, two brothers, sitting in the deepened
shadows, not quite sure that this hushed service is really
yours, knowing only that your time has almost come.
When the congregation gathers at the font, you stand
shifting your weight, ready now for drowning,
your palms moist. How can this birth be so like death,
you wonder, its public nature almost humiliation?
What happens next is water and movement, now into the fulgent
chancel fragrant with bright narcissus, lily, bread and wine,
the celebration of rising. I recall this now as we awaken
each morning to the stunned wonder of how you could be
one moment and not the next, the child whose forehead once
glistened with sprinkled water, now sunk in the baptism of death.
You know what we do not-the lifting up out of it, the first
gasps of birth, but we linger behind you, words smothered,
motion stopped, lips dry with what we hardly dare believe.
What comes after this vacancy, after the stripped altar
and God's Friday silence? We do not want the cross
the season thrusts upon us. But once again it is our turn.
Our hands cupped, the host pressed into it, the quickening
of the wine, the animating of all from nothing, nuclei, protoplasmjellylike, colloidal-the chromosomes, genes, DNA, infused
with movement, tempo, the beating of the heart, the pinking
of the skin, the soft breathing of the sleeper breaking
into wakefulness, eyes opening to effortless light.

Jill Pelaez Baumgaertner
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humility and technology
Jon Jensen
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You ARE DUST AND TO DUST
you will return." The gentle feel of thumb to forehead is as familiar as the minister's words. I linger
for a moment, then rise from the altar bearing my
ashen cross and the Lenten message of humility. I
repeat the words in my head as I walk back to my
pew-you are dust and to dust you will return.
Lent is a time of many emotions-the somber
reflection of Ash Wednesday, the tension of voluntary restraint in the "giving up," and the anticipation of Holy Week. But first and foremost it is, at
least for me, a time of repentance (literally, a change
of mind) and humility. I find myself rethinking my
place at this time of year, trying to take to heart the
message that I am as insignificant as a speck of dust,
wondering what this means at this time, in this
place.
As I look out my dining room window past our
deck to the woods beyond, I see a mighty bur oak
tree. This tree was here before any white inhabitant
of this place and its longevity and its beauty
humbles me. But it's the deck that has my attention
today. I feel as though I am looking at it for the first
time, even though I've spent countless hours eating,
drinking, talking, and reading on that simple
wooden platform. Today, the snow blown deck
seems less like a familiar and cherished place than a
sign of human recklessness and shortsightedness.
It's a typical deck with planks and railing
weathered gray in that familiar color of aging
wood. In this case, as with many others, the familiarity masks its toxicity. Pressure-treated lumber is
common throughout the US, not only in decks, but
in playground equipment, backyard swingsets, and
most outdoor uses. The label "pressure-treated" is
really something of a misnomer, making it sound
like a simple mechanical process rather than infusion with a chemical cocktail, a way of preventing
rot in soft woods like pine and spruce. Chromated
copper arsenate (CCA) is the chemical mixture used
to treat the wood, but it's the 22 percent pure
''

arsenic-a known human carcinogen-that is the
concern. The arsenic in pressure-treated wood rubs
off on the hands of people who touch it, which is
why the manufacture of CCA lumber for residential
use was banned as first of January of this year.
I almost certainly have arsenic in my blood and
bodily tissues, as do most Americans. It's one of the
dozens of industrial chemicals found in blood tests
of individuals from across the country. The arsenic
may or may not hurt me-there's no way to know,
but studies show that children exposed to arsenic
have significantly higher incidences of bladder and
lung cancer. I don't know whether anyone will
become sick from the chemicals in my deck. Nor do
any of us know who will be the victims of exposure
to the tens of thousands of other chemicals now
common in our society.
It's this not knowing that is the true moral of
the story for me. In many, if not most, cases we
simply do not know the effects of our actions, especially when dealing with technologies and human
inventions. Yet we nearly always proceed on blind
faith, assuming that since we were smart enough to
create the problem, then we will be smart enough to
deal with it. Whether it's nuclear waste, genetically
modified foods, leaded gasoline, pressure-treated
wood, or any of countless other developments, the
story is the same. We shoot first and ask questions
later. We are technological lemmings, blindly
jumping off the cliff without any real thought about
what lies ahead.
These cases show that arrogance, and thus its
counterpart humility, are not simply individual
traits, but also apply to groups. Sports fans talk of a
team that is too cocky, but the same lack of humility
applies to our entire nation, and even our culture.
Recent events on the international stage have
caused many to accuse the US of wanton arrogance
in our foreign affairs, but the same charge could be
leveled at many elements of our society. Officials
nonchalantly wave away any concerns about rising

budget deficits in the same way that they reassured
us that thalidomide, ephedra, and pressure-treated
wood were all safe.

At a fundamental level all of this boils down to
a simple value-restraint. Are we willing and able to
restrain ourselves in this time of rapid technological
development? This question is at the heart of Bill
McKibben's latest book, Enough: Staying Human in
***
an Engineered Age. McKibben surveys some of the
new technologies-from cloning and genetic engiWes Jackson, the environmental vtswnary at
The Land Institute in Salina, Kansas, has offered
neering to nanotechnology-and concludes that we
are out of control, that our technological abilities
one suggestion for overcoming the arrogance of our
are overreaching our capability to understand and
technophile society. Jackson argues that we should
adopt what he calls "an ignorance-based worlddeal with the results. His argument is simple: we
must learn to say "Enough."
view" as a way of rethinking our place and
We need to do an unlikely thing: we
achieving humility. It sounds counter-intuitiveembrace ignorance?-but the basic idea is simple.
need to survey the world we now inhabit
and proclaim it good. Good enough. Not
We need, Jackson says, to abandon the idea that we
have enough knowledge to run the world and
in every detail. ... But good enough in its
manage all of our mistakes and instead recognize
outline, in its essentials. We need to
decide that we live ... long enough. We
that we humans are "billions of times more ignorant
than smart."
need to declare that we have ease enough.
It's an intriguing idea. What would happen if
.. we need to declare that we have enough
stuff. Enough intelligence. Enough capawe started with the assumption of our own fallibility and ignorance instead of our typical arrobility. Enough.
It's a simple word and a simple message but one
gance? It's hard to even rmagme how different
that is quietly revolutionary in
things would be if we
We
must
learn
to
say
the Lenten spirit of repenproceeded only when we
ccEnough. ''We need to decide tance, of rethinking. Restraint,
knew what damage might
occur and we were sure that
that we live long enough. We like humility, is one of the
the way to stop and back out
need to declare that we have virtues that we must instill in
our children. These virtues are
was clear. Would I have
ease enough; we need to
a step toward a rethinking of
arsenic leaching from my deck
declare that we have enough technology and toward a new
if our culture appreciated its
understanding of our place in
ignorance? More importantly,
stuff. Enough intelligence.
might a recognition of our
Enough capability. Enough. the whole. In my thinking
about these changes-about
ignorance help us make
humility and restraint, about ignorance and
humility our guiding principle?
enough-1 find that I return again and again to the
necessity of teaching these virtues in our schools.
Virtues can be as easily taught through biology and
INCREASINGLY POPULAR IDEA OF THE PRECAUliterature as directly, but they must be taught.
tionary principle gets at much the same idea. The
As Lent progresses and Spring exposes more
principle simply says that we should take a cautious
and more of my toxic deck I wonder: what will be
approach to new technologies and should not
the next example of the fundamental arrogance of
proceed until we are certain that the potential risks
our time? More importantly, how many more
have been adequately addressed. Common in
victims-human and other-will it take before we
Europe, the precautionary principle has been
begin to recognize our essential and incurable ignofought by US businesses and our government as too
rance? How long before we humbly say "Enough!"
expensive and standing in the way of economic
and begin the rethinking that is at the heart of this
growth. Fortunately, more and more environmental and public health groups are seeing its
Lenten season?
merits. The precautionary principle is simple yet
Jon Jensen teaches evironmental studies at Luther
radical in precisely the same way as the Ash
College.
Wednesday words of returning to dust.
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hearts and minds
L. DeAne Lagerquist

N EWSPAPERS

AND BROADCAST MEDIA ARE FULL

of Mel Gibson's film, The Passion, and reports of
both same-sex marriages and protests against them.
Even the most secular journalist can see that religion in general and, more specifically, Christianity
and the Bible are powerful elements in these two
explosive stories. That faithful Christian people
disagree about the film and marriages is perhaps
even more obvious, but worth noting because those
disagreements signal something important about
faithfulness: to be faithful to our calling to follow
the resurrected Jesus involves struggle and may
require us to change.
Of all the biblical characters, perhaps the
disciple Peter is the one best suited to illustrate this
point and to serve, as he so often does, as an
example for us today. His very human appearances
in the gospels are favorites of many Christians who
recognize their own impulsiveness in his. Peter
boldly steps out on the water; and then sinks. Peter
brashly pledges to stand by Jesus; and then denies
even knowing him. Jesus' identification of Peter as
a rock seems to suggest that a steadier Peter stands
behind the popes who claim his authority. The
account in Acts 10-11 of Peter's post-crucifixion,
post-resurrection encounter with Cornelius presents Peter as one whose change is less a matter of
instability than of faithful struggle.
The story begins with Peter's vision. It came at
the sixth hour, the day after an angel appeared to
Cornelius in a terrifying vision. Cornelius, the
Roman, was instructed to send his servants to look
for Peter who was in Joppa. As they journey to find
him, Peter is praying on a rooftop. He becomes
hungry, and waiting for his food to be prepared, he
has a vision in which he sees a sheet filled with
every kind of animal and hears a voice instructing
him, "What God has cleansed, you must not call
common." The meaning of the vision became
clearer to him when he met Cornelius; and it was
clearer still after Peter preached. The Holy Spirit

fell upon Cornelius and other gentiles who heard
his sermon. Then, convinced by this astonishing
sign of God's favor for the uncircumcised, Peter
baptized them.
The significance of Peter's vision and his action
is easily lost on Christians who are the spiritual
descendents of the gentile believers and who take
our inclusion in the church for granted. Peter broke
central scriptural regulations about what types of
food to eat and which sorts of people to associate
with, teachings tied to the covenant. To Peter's
Jewish contemporaries the significance was vivid
and unsettling. They asked, "Why did you go to
uncircumcised men and eat with them?" They
might have charged, "You are not doing what the
Bible says."

P .TER'S RESPONSE TO THE ACCUSATION IS

INSTRUC~

tive. Drawing his audience into his own transformation, he recounts for them what happened, step
by step: "I was praying; I saw a vision; I heard a
voice; I protested; this happened again. Cornelius'
men arrived telling a story that matched my own.
The Holy Spirit acted in me and on them.
Remembering what our Lord taught us about the
baptism of the Holy Spirit, I was unable to hinder
God." Peter's account mixes experience with
reflection. He measures his observations against
what he has been taught, both by the scriptures and
by Jesus. First his companions are silent. Then they,
too, are transformed and glorify God.
This episode highlights just how astonishing the
inclusion of gentiles in the body of Christ was to the
early church. First the episode is narrated "as it
happened" (Acts 10); then Peter retells the story to
his critics in response to their concerns (Acts 11).
Beyond being a record of what took place, the twice
told story--of the event and then of communal
reflection on that event-also provides guidance as
the body of Christ continues to strive for faithfulness.

Both versions have something of the character
of a conversion narrative, a common form of
American religious discourse. Peter, like many
Nineteenth century converts, first resists the Spirit;
then he repents or changes his course; and finally
he sets out on a new path. Like those converts he
was prepared for this change by prayer, and his
experience of God's unmediated presence was
compelling. Americans tend to associate religion
with this sort of encounter, granting much
authority to emotionally potent experiences. This
tendency contributes to the intensity of debate
about Gibson's film and matters of sexuality. Our
hearts, if you will, are deeply engaged by what
happens to us and to people we know and love.

T

HE VISION ON THE ROOFTOP, THE VOICE

instructing him, and the sound of the gentiles' glossolalia-Peter's apprehension of these required
him to reconsider what he had been taught from
the scriptures and by Jesus. That process was
extended by the criticism of his companions who
had shared bread, wine, and fish with Jesus as well
as with him. Though his heart was moved, his mind
also needed to be transformed. No matter how
vivid his own vision or how lovely the gentiles'
song was in his ear, Peter's encounter with the
Spirit required return to the tradition and hard
thinking about it as well as negotiation with the
community of believers.
Here the parallel with American Protestantism
is less clear. The Second Great Awakening stimulated much thinking by its New England leaders
and by its most noted evangelist, Charles G.
Finney. However, that thinking generally is
regarded as having contributed to the anti-intellectual character of popular American religious prac-
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tice which values heart over head. Certainly the
Restorationists' commitment "to speak when the
Bible speaks and to be silent when it is silent" was
intended to diminish disputes by getting past the
concerns of theologians and returning to the time
when God's people were united. Unfortunately, the
impulse was neither productive nor based in a realistic view of the past. These so-called primitivists
formed yet more churches. Peter's story demonstrates that even the earliest disciples disagreed and
struggled with how to be faithful.
Peter's story also suggests that the full significance of Jesus' call unfolds as we answer it. On this
side of the crucifixion and resurrection, individuals
and communities learn as we live together. Mel
Gibson asserts that his film bears witness to his
own encounter with Jesus, the one who suffered.
Heated controversy about this account of Jesus
highlights the connection between the individual
believer and the community as well as the interaction of past and present. The history of violent
anti-Semitism cannot be ignored no matter how
precious a single believer's experience of Jesus'
wounds. Engagement with the tradition is not
limited to its brightest, proudest moments.
We engage both heart and mind in our efforts
to be faithful. In the contested matter of sexuality
we do well to return to the scriptures ready to read
as Peter did, informed by his experience of the
Holy Spirit and his encounters with the living
Lord. To be transformed by a renewed mind
involves granting credibility to our hearts' response
to those we love as well as giving one another
careful accounts of how we are changed. f

L. DeAne Lagerquist teaches and chairs the
Department of Religion at St. Olaf College.
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Sudan: a cry for compassion

Ryan Spencer Reed

IN

LATE NOVEMBER OF LAST YEAR I AWOKE BEFORE
dawn in southern Sudan to what I thought was the
sound of a rooster crowing. As I slowly came to, I
realized the high-pitched echo breaking through
the stillness and the distinctive Sudanese night
sounds of crickets was no rooster. I had heard this
sound only twice before, but now I was sure, for
there is no other sound like Sudanese women
crying for their dead.
As a photojournalist, my first impulse was to
grab my camera, but it was still dark. I knew I
couldn't capture images to pay homage to and
document their grief, instead I gathered my audio
recording equipment and stumbled out to get
closer to the cries. I approached the group of
women huddled in grief. A fire dimly lit the scene.
I kneeled to pay my respects and to record. Then,
as if grieving themselves, the roosters began their
daily ritual; at first barely audible off in the
distance, then another crow, closer, and then
another, women and roosters, lamenting recent
death. The catastrophic and the normal regularly
commune in Sudan.
I had met the recently departed woman the day
before at the Samaritan's Purse Hospital in Lui,
Sudan. Like many of those the hospitals-typically
staffed by aid and mission organizations----care for,
she was a casualty of war. She was dying as a result
of complications from shrapnel from a bombing
some years earlier, shrapnel still imbedded in her
chest. She occupied one of the sixty or so hospital
beds in the wards of the Lui Hospital. There are
fewer than 1500 medical beds serving the population of nearly eight million in Southern Sudan. Her
bed would not long remain empty. There is no
shortage here of victims of war and its side effects.
Sudan has been locked in a twenty-one year
civil war between the Islamic Government of
Khartoum in the North and the predominantly
Christian and African Traditionalist populations of

the South. The human costs of this war are
sobering and horrendous. Nearly five million
Sudanese have been displaced from their homes
and another 2.5 million have been exterminated
through the North's use of Antinov bombers and
helicopter gunships.
Recently there has been a glimmer, if only a
glimmer, of hope. Several renewed ceasefires have
marked the recent evolution of relations between
Khartoum and the Sudanese People's Liberation
Army. At last these enemies appear close to signing
a comprehensive peace deal mapping out wealth
and power sharing agreements as well as the status
of three disputed regions of Sudan. The wealth
sharing agreement has been signed, and the power
sharing agreement is essentially a carbon copy of
that agreement. Arrangements for two of the three
disputed regions have been agreed upon as well.
The end of overt hostilities would appear to be in
sight. So why is there yet no conclusion to the
treaties? Why, with a peace agreement so clearly
within reach, is the Khartoum regime failing to
take the last steps toward peace?
Regime activity in Darfur, a large province in
far western Sudan, provides an answer. There,
Khartoum is conducting a vast military campaign
directed primarily against civilians of the African
tribal groups of the region. Darfur is the new
"South" of Sudan as the war there has escalated
rapidly, especially these last four months.
Khartoum is using many of the same tactics and
much of the same hardware seen over the years in
the fighting in the South. They have also retained
the assistance of the Janjawid, Arab militia groups,
usually traveling and fighting on horseback, who
terrorize, loot, and burn villages.
The justification offered by the government
of Sudan is that these destructive means are
necessary in order to put down the region's two
major rebel movements, the Sudan Liberation

Army and the Justice and Equality Movement.
Khartoum's forces, however, reportedly are arbitrarily attacking all of Darfur's civilians, and not
just the rebels. This is, again, government-sponsored terrorism.
Having refused to negotiate a political settlement to the longstanding political problems of
Darfur, and having refused any meaningful international sponsorship for the negotiation of a
humanitarian
cease-fire,
the
Sudanese
Government in Khartoum, true to form, has
opted instead for a military "solution." Over the
years they have masterfully restricted humanitarian and international observer access within
Sudan. Their modus operandi remains the same in
Darfur. Using the carrot of a peace agreement
with the South to hold the international community at bay, they have reallocated their war
machine to Darfur. Their thinking seems to be
that as long as an imminent peace deal is on the
table those within the international community
with the power to say or do something about the
genocide in Darfur will be silent.
And genocide it is. The 'g' term has been used
sparingly because of its implications for international intervention. The UN has been more willing
to use the term 'ethnic cleansing.' Corroborating
statistics from several watchdog organizations,
however, tell the tale. Nearly one and a half million
Sudanese have been displaced from their homes.
Over 110,000 have fled across the border to neighboring Chad where they compete with the people
of Chad for scarce water, pasture, food, and firewood. All this a development within the last thirteen to fourteen months.

I N AN OcroBER 2000 WASHINGTON PosT ARTICLE
Irving Greenberg writes:
One does not lightly invoke the specter of
genocide--the intentional physical destruction of national, ethnic, racial or religious
groups as such. But the horror that afflicts
Sudan is staggering: government toleration of the enslavement of women and
children; mass starvation used as a weapon
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of war; churches and mosques destroyed;
hospitals and clinics bombed; widespread
discrimination and persecution on account
of race, ethnicity, and religion. Primary
responsibility for this devastation belongs
to the Sudanese government, a military
regime based in the north.
Little, other than the locus of the genocide, has
changed since Greenberg wrote those words.
Professor Eric Reeves of Smith College put it well
on March 11, 2004 to the House Committee on
International Relations, Subcommittee on Africa:
The regime is guilty of genocide, as the
Sudan Peace Act has unambiguously
found. The regime is now, every day, lying
repeatedly, egregiously, shamelessly about
the realities of Darfur, about the nature of
the military conflict, and about the
extremity of the humanitarian crisis. This
is so even as Khartoum's cynical assurances are fully confounded by reports
from Doctors Without Borders, Amnesty
International, a wide range of UN officials,
Roger Winter of USAID, a recent
European Union assessment mission, and
all too many horrific accounts from within
Darfur and along the Chad-Sudan border.
Reeves is skeptical about ~ur ability to halt
what Doctors Without Borders (Medecins Sans
Frontieres) has recently described as the now "catastrophic mortality rates" in Darfur unless we
immediately marshal preparations for humanitarian intervention in Darfur.
In Sudan, as Easter nears, Christian women
will rise before dawn. As they walk to the tombs,
they will cry out for the loss of their brothers and
sisters and children and parents in this long Good
Friday of Sudan. The Easter God will hear their
cries, to be sure, but, God willing, so too may
others who can offer some hope to the longsuffering Sudanese.

f

Ryan Spencer Reed, a photojournalist, shot our
cover photos in southern Sudan in December 2002.
Additional photos can be seen on his website,
www. ryanspencerreed.com.

Ephesian New York

Mark R. Gornik
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capital, may not have a true center, but if one is
required, a good case can be made for Times
Square, which this year is marking 100 years of
lights, people, spectacle, and desire. Times Square
is also where major subway lines connect and cross
together, so I suggest we meet here on Sunday
morning. A seven dollar all day transit card in
hand, we will make our way to worship services in
the churches of Africa, Asia, and Latin Americain New York City.
Our first train will take us to Chinatown in
Manhattan, where the Oversea Chinese Mission is
conducting services in Mandarin, Cantonese, and
English. It is a multi-generational church with
extensive programs. Our next destination will be
Brooklyn, so leave after the first morning service
and take the subway to the predominately West
Indian and African-American neighborhood of
Flatbush. Here we join the vibrant services of the
Redeemed Christian Church of God International
Parish, a congregation that belongs to one of the
fastest growing Nigerian-based Pentecostal movements. A once abandoned warehouse is filled with
worshippers, praising God and learning how to
follow Jesus in the city. After staying for part of
the worship service, for our final stop we take a
train to Queens, perhaps the most ethnically
diverse blocks of land in the world. Here we visit
Iglesia Nueva Vida, a Spanish speaking congregation that is engaged in mission work throughout
Latin America.
As this brief description, or subway ride, indicates, churches with stories linked to Christian
growth in Africa, Asia, and Latin America dot New
York City many times over. Their work is local, but
invariably extends globally or, as increasingly is the
case, from the global to the local. By the sheer
number of churches, evangelists, and pastors in
New York, we find not spiritual void in the city, but

a faith vibrant, on the move, linked to cities
throughout the world, and non-western in character. The post-Christian west is experiencing postWestern Christianity.
How have these churches of the world come to
have such a substantial presence in New York, as
well as other cities in the US? What might their
presence mean for our lives together as Christians
in North America? Three of the most important
scholars of the academy and church, Samuel
Escobar, Lamin Sanneh, and Andrew Walls, are
helpful in exploring these questions. Each having
recently published a book of wondrous insight and
depth examining Christianity's cross-cultural
development, Escobar, Sanneh, and Walls can help
us to gain perspective into developments in a
quickly changing World Christianity that also has a
major New York component.

L

AMIN SANNEH, A PROFESSOR OF WORLD

Mission and World Christianity at Yale Divinity
School, provides an overview of developments in
the world church in Whose Religion is Christianity?
The Gospel Beyond the West (Eerdmans 2003).
Highly readable in its question and answer format,
Whose Religion is Christianity? compactly distills a
life of scholarship on the church, especially of
Africa, and the nature of translation, both of
Christian scripture and faith .
Sanneh highlights the demographic shift of the
Christian church. "By 2002 Christian expansion
continued to gather momentum, and the churches
in Africa and Asia, for example, were bursting at
the seams with an uninterrupted influx of new
members."
For Sanneh, as well as for Walls, central to
Christianity's world expansion is its character of
translatability. What remains universal to
Christianity is also inherently particular. Jesus,

"God among us" as John's prologue puts it, finds
new homes in the world's cultures. As Scripture is
translated into mother tongues, Christianity invariably continues to find appropriate cultural forms.
Sanneh shows us how this process is important for
both culture and mission.

IN

NEW YORK, CHANGES TO THE RELIGIOUS

ecology are coming about through immigration,
for people move with their faith. Unlike previous
periods of intense immigration that favored
European origins, the current pattern is largely
non-western. This shift brings about changes in
mission. As Samuel Escobar observes in the aptly
titled The New Global Mission: The Gospel from
Everywhere to Everywhere (lnterVarsity, 2003),
Christian mission is no longer centered in the west,
but is expanding to the whole world from parts of
the non-western world.
Escobar, a leading Latin American educator
and missiologist, connects the church's expansion
to larger patterns of global movement, such as
travel and communications. Just as global capital
conducts its way through New York, so world
Christianity flows through the fabric of the city.
Such a transformation, as Escobar's argument leads
us to see, should hardly be surprising. Good news
certainly, but, as Escobar cautions, the churches
face the real danger of compromise with the
systems of the world.
Andrew F. Walls is Professor (Emeritus) at the
University of Edinburgh and the founder of the
Centre for the Study of Christianity in the NonWestern World. For some forty years, Walls has
been defining and interpreting the demographic
transformation of the church. Two volumes collect
his most important essays, The Missionary
Movement in Christian History: Studies in the
Transmission of Faith (Orbis, 1996) and the recent
The Cross-Cultural Process in Christian History:
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Studies in the Transmission and Appropriation of
Faith (Orbis, 2002).
In The Cross-Cultural Process in Christian
History, Walls offers a vision of the cultural strands
of Christianity meeting together and forming an
"Ephesian Christianity." This concept is taken from
Ephesians, which links the historical event of
Christ's incarnation with the equally historical
process of the cross-cultural movement of the
gospel. "Christ takes flesh as he is received by faith
in various segments of social reality at different
periods, as well as in different places. And these
different manifestations belong together; they are
part of the same story." The story has as its end the
body of Christ reaching the "full stature of Christ."

W EllE

B THIS VISION OF CROSS-CULTURAl

unity most likely to happen? Due to immigration
patterns, the US, and especially New York City,
become prime sites for embodying this ecclesial
story, a point concluded by Walls.
Thus, multi-cultural and multi-lingual New
York takes on new Christian possibilities. As the
body of Christ is experiencing cross-cultural
expansion in this urban space, so are the opportunities for being enriched by diverse theological
reflection, worship practices, mission orientation,
and spiritual commitment.
The wind blows where it chooses, but a fresh
breeze is now blowing from other parts of the
world to the city and through it. We give thanks to
God for the promise of new life in the church, and
to the city for enabling our experience of such
developments.
Known for spectacle, struggle,
and commerce, the city is coming to be Ephesian
New York. f
Mark R. Gornik is the director of City Seminary of
New York and the author of To Live in Peace:
Biblical Faith and the Changing Inner City
(Eerdmans 2002).

one nation under God?
Robert W. Tuttle

0

28, 2003, THE US COURT OF
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that the Elk
Grove School District violated the US Constitution
by requiring students to recite the Pledge of
Allegiance because the Pledge contains the phrase
"one Nation under God." The Ninth Circuit ruled
that student recitation of the words "under God"
amounts to a religious exercise in public school,
and thus offends the Establishment Clause of the
First Amendment. The school district appealed the
case to the U.S. Supreme Court, which agreed to
review the decision; the Supreme Court heard
arguments in the case on March 24, 2004.
The case, Newdow v. Elk Grove School
District, promises to make a big splash in this election year, especially if the Supreme Court decides
to affirm the Ninth Circuit's decision-and thus
makes it unconstitutional for any public school to
require students to recite the Pledge. The case
represents a great opportunity for the Supreme
Court and the nation; with a carefully drawn decision in Newdow, the Supreme Court can bring
much-needed clarity to the muddle of contemporary Establishment Clause jurisprudence.
When Francis Bellamy published his Pledge
of Allegiance in the September, 1892 issue of The
Youth's Companion, he had great hopes that the
Pledge would be adopted in schools across the
nation. By the 1920s, Bellamy's hopes were realized as the Pledge became a standard part of the
school day. Bellamy had no reason to fear that
the Pledge might collide with the U.S.
Constitution's Establishment Clause. After all,
the Constitution's Bill of Rights applied only to
the federal government, and state or local
governments controlled the vast majority of
public schools. More importantly, Bellamy's
Pledge made no mention of God; it read "I
pledge allegiance to my flag and to the Republic
for which it stands, one nation, indivisible, with
liberty and justice for all." In the early 1920s,
N FEBRUARY

"my flag" was replaced with "the flag of the
United States of America."
Bellamy's Pledge did give rise to constitutional
challenges, but on facts quite different from Mr.
Newdow's case. In Minersville v. Gobitis (1940), a
public school expelled two children who refused,
on religious grounds, to say the Pledge. The children claimed that the expulsion violated their right
to religious liberty, but the Supreme Court denied
their claim and ruled that the government's need to
foster civic loyalty outweighed any harm to the
religious beliefs of the children. Three years later,
in West Virginia v. Barnette, the Supreme Court
overruled the Gobitis decision. Justice Jackson's
stirring words sum up the majority opinion:
If there is any fixed star in our constitutional constellation, it is that no official,
high or petty, can prescribe what shall be
orthodox in politics, nationalism, religion,
or other matters of opinion or force citizens to confess by work or act their faith
therein. If there are any circumstances
which permit an exception, they do not
now occur to us.
Public school officials may lead students in the
Pledge, but they must respect the right of any
student who, for reasons of conscience, wishes not
to recite the Pledge.
In 1954, Congress officially added the words
"under God" to the Pledge. For supporters of the
change, the words sharpened the distinction
between the two sides of the Cold War. On one
side stood the atheists of Stalin's Soviet Union and
Mao's China; on the other, the religious believers
of the free world. President Eisenhower voiced this
belief as he signed the new Pledge into law: "In this
way we are reaffirming the transcendence of religious faith in America's heritage and future; in this
way we shall constantly strengthen those spiritual
weapons which forever will be our country's most
powerful resource, in peace or in war."

Those who witnessed President Eisenhower
Court has approved a wide range of programs that
signing the Pledge legislation in 1954 likely gave
provide financial or other material support to relilittle thought to the Establishment Clause's bearing
gious organizations. The law now permits students
on the new words in the Pledge. Over the preceding
to use government vouchers to pay for education at
decade, however, the Supreme Court's interpretaa religious school. The government now may
tion of the Constitution had started to shift in ways
contract with houses of worship to provide secular
that would bring the Pledge and the Establishment
services such as shelter for the homeless or food for
Clause into tension, if not into direct conflict.
the hungry. The Supreme Court's decisions
Through decisions like Barnette, the Court had held
involving the second manifestation of the wall,
that state and local governments-and not just the
however, have gone in the opposite direction and
federal government-must comply with most provibecome more restrictive. Recent decisions have
sions in the federal constitution's Bill of Rights. The
struck down a law requiring a moment of silence at
Court's 1946 decision, Everson v. Board of
the beginning of school (Wallace v. Jaffree, 1985),
Education, extended that reach to the Establishment
the practice of prayer at public school graduation
Clause. The clause that started life as protection for
ceremonies (Lee v. Weisman, 1993}, and schoolstate establishments of religion became, in 1947, the
sponsored prayer at public schools' athletic events
(Santa Fe v. Doe, 2000}.
clause that prohibited such establishments.
The Everson decision is equally important for
the meaning that it gave to disestablishment.
Drawing from the writings of James Madison and
M
R. NEWDOW'S CHAllENGE TO A REQUIRED
Thomas Jefferson, the Court ruled that the
recitation of the Pledge appeals directly to this
Establishment Clause erects a "wall of separation"
second manifestation of the wall between religion
between religion and government. Over the next
and the state. Newdow and his supporters argue that
thirty years, this "wall of separation" would come
those who added "under God" to the Pledge
to have two core manifestations: first, government
intended the words to carry a religious message, and
may not provide material
that the words do, in fact, bear
support for religious organithat same message today.
In 1954, Congress officially
zations; second, government
Speaking the Pledge with the
added the words "under God,, words "under God," Newdow
may not officially sponsor
to the Pledge. For supporters claims, commits the speaker to
religious messages. The first
manifestation was already
belief in a divine being, to a
of the change, the words
coming into focus by the
belief that the divine being is
sharpened the distinction
time Congress added the
between the two sides of the one God and not many, and to
words "under God" to the
a belief that this one God rules
Cold
War.
On
one
side
stood
over creation (or at least the
Pledge; in jurisdictions
the atheists of Stalin,s Soviet United States). State-sponacross the country, advocates
sored profession of such
of
separationism
were
Union and Mao,s China; on
attacking any form of
beliefs, Newdow contends,
the other, the religious
represents at least as stark a
government aid to Roman
believers of the free world.
Catholic parochial schools.
violation of the Establishment
Clause as prayer or Bible
In 1954, however, the
second-the ban on government-sponsored relireading in public schools. Indeed, Newdow and his
supporters argue, mandatory recitation of the Pledge
gious activity-was far less clear. Nearly a decade
passed before the Court invalidated state-sponis more offensive to the Establishment Clause than
sored prayer in public schools (Engel v. Vitale,
either prayer or Bible reading. In the latter, students
remain passive while the prayer or Bible passage is
1962} or mandatory Bible reading in public
read; but students are expected to recite the Pledge.
schools (Abington v. Schemmp, 1963).
Students' active affirmation of this oath is precisely
what caused the Supreme Court to decide, in
s
INCE 1980, TifE FIRST MANIFESTATION OF THE
Barnette, that those with conscientious objections
must be given the right to withhold assent.
wall has weakened considerably, as the Supreme
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Those who defend school-sponsored recitation
of the Pledge respond to Newdow's arguments in
two ways, both of which deny that the Pledge
carries a religious message. The first defense treats
the phrase "under God" as an expression of "ceremonial deism," no different than the national
motto "In God We Trust," or the words "God save
the United States and this Honorable Court,"
which are spoken at the beginning of each session
of the Supreme Court. As an expression of ceremonial deism, the word "God" confers solemnity on
certain events or places, but has no specific religious meaning. The second defense treats the
phrase "under God" as an affirmation of our
nation's history rather than a religious confession.
"Under God," the school system and the United
States contend, acknowledges the importance of
religion to those who founded the nation; it does
not commit the one who speaks the Pledge to any
religious belief in the present.

N

EITHER OF THESE TWO DEFENSES IS PARTICU-

larly attractive. The argument for "ceremonial
deism" rests on a finding that the phrase "under
God" is essentially meaningless; it does no more
than signal the importance of an event. At best, this
defense is peculiar. Why should we ask people to
pledge their loyalty to a concept of the nation that
holds no real meaning? At worst, the defense is
offensive, at least to those who have religious
convictions. When we wrap our civic events in the
name of God, we turn God into an instrument of
our political desires. Moreover, the concept of
"ceremonial deism" could easily be used to justify
a wide range of religious exercises in public school.
At least since the early 1960s, proponents of school
prayer have claimed that the prayers concentrate
students' attention at the beginning of the school
day. Given the bland references to the divine in
most public school prayers, they would seem to fit
easily within the idea of ceremonial deism.
The second defense-that "under God" simply
refers to the founders' beliefs-fares no better. This
argument from history is especially important to
those who want to place religious items, such as the
Ten Commandments, in public school rooms and
courthouses. The argument is plausible; Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address draws to a close with the
famous assertion that "this nation under God shall
have a new birth of freedom." Apart from that reso-

nance, however, the Pledge provides no sign that its
commitments refer to historical understandings. On
its face, the Pledge affirms the present character of
the republic: "one nation under God, indivisible,
with liberty and justice for all."
Mr. Newdow claims that the Constitution
forbids the government to take a position on religious matters, and defenders of the Pledge generally concede the validity of that claim. If Newdow's
claim is correct, the Court should affirm the Ninth
Circuit's decision. The phrase "one nation under
God" cannot be stripped of its religious meaning.
Those who defend the Pledge, however, have been
too quick in conceding Newdow's basic claim. The
Constitution does not require governmental indifference to religion. Instead, the Establishment
Clause confers on religion a distinctive legal status.
Government may finance virtually any activities, or
sponsor virtually any messages, except those that
are religious. What, then, explains this distinctiveness?
The Pledge case offers the Supreme Court a
rare opportunity to address that question directly,
and to answer with a coherent theory of the
Establishment Clause. I believe that the
Constitution's Religion Clauses commit the
government to a profound self-limitation: The state
denies itself any authority to exercise jurisdiction
over the sacred, recognizing that any assertion of
that jurisdiction leads to tyranny. Does not the
Pledge, with its claim that the nation is "under
God," represent just such an assertion?

L ISTEN

AGAIN TO THE WORDS OF THE PLEDGEo "]

pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of
America, and to the republic for which it stands,
one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and
justice for God." The Pledge does not say: "one
nation enthroned with Christ," or "one nation
ruled by the God of Abraham," or "one nation
chosen by God as the New Jerusalem." Any of
those phrases would clearly claim for the state a
special, sacred, status. Instead, the Pledge identifies
the relationship only by way of a preposition,
"under." Some people-including some who voted
for the change in the Pledge's wording-certainly
invest that preposition with thick religious
meaning; but the Supreme Court is not required to
construe a law according to some legislators'
intended meaning.

"One nation under God" may equally be interpreted as a political statement about the government's constitutional limitation. As such, it is
certainly a religious statement as well-but a religious statement with purely negative content. The
state has no authority over the divine, and the
Pledge affirms the state's penultimacy. This reading
of the Pledge has two important virtues. First, this
political understanding of the Pledge helps to
account for the addition of "under God" in 1954.
At that time, the nation lived in the recent memory
and present experience of confrontation with totalitarian regimes, fascist and communist, both of
which asserted jurisdiction over the spiritual lives
of their subjects. The Pledge offered an opportunity to celebrate the distinctiveness of our liberal,
democratic order. How remarkable it is that the
loyalty oath of this democracy proclaims the
limited character of that loyalty.
Second, the political reading of the Pledge
sharply distinguishes recitation of the phrase
"under God" from other religious activities that
might be introduced into public schools. Statesponsored prayer and Bible reading in public
schools involve claims about the worship of a

particular God, even if the identity of that God is
made vague and inclusive. As such, the activities
assert for the state a positive authority to prescribe
religious life. If the Supreme Court decides
Newdow by invoking the concept of "ceremonial
deism," it will open the door to these other activities in public schools. If, however, the Court finds
that it cannot distinguish the Pledge from these
other religious activities, and believes that such
activities violate the Establishment Clause, it likely
will affirm the Ninth Circuit's ban on recitation of
the Pledge in public schools. In so doing, the
Court will forfeit, perhaps permanently, the
opportunity to affirm clearly the one religious
statement that is proper to our liberal order: that
government is not God, and does not claim the
ultimate loyalty of its citizens.
The Supreme Court's decision in Newdow is
expected by the end of June.

f

Robert Tuttle is professor of law at George
Washington University and co-director of legal
analysis for the Roundtable on Religion and Social
Welfare Policy, www. religionandsocialpolicy. org.

WHAT WILL YOU SAY THEN?
Last night, in the nick of time
I slipped out
the trapdoor of the harrowing machine but
before I could draw
one easy breath
another incubus
whispered
listen love
there is a sleep coming
down the hall from which
you will awaken and think
safe at last,
the lump in my liver is just a dream
but then the door will creak open and
you will know
the spider crawling across
your pillow is really
a spider crawling across your pillow.

Gordon Marino
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at play in the city
A.P.

H E R E ARE SOME MORE TIPS, HARANGUES, AND

observations about police work.
When arriving at a domestic violence-related
assault, if the suspect is still on scene, keep him or
her out of the kitchen. In domestic situations,
passions run high and reason runs low and there are
a lot of things in the kitchen that can be used as a
weapon. Steak knives. Hot grease. Scissors. Large
frying pans. Freshly brewed coffee. Even the
blender, when plugged in, can get you. Recently I
responded to a disturbance call where the girlfriend
carved a bloody swathe on her boyfriend's face with
a frozen chicken leg. It's a good thing that so few
people have developed a taste for ostrich.
Fighting with a suspect who doesn't want to go
to jail is seldom pretty. Nothing's choreographed,
and no amount of practice in ballroom dancing
seems to help. The fight is short, clumsy, and, if
there are a lot of police involved, often confusing.
Cops have been known to accidentally spray each
other with pepper spray, hit each other with
batons, and even handcuff each other in the chaos
of tangled arms and legs. Suggest to your suspect
that you would like to avoid physical contact until
you get to know each other better.
A suspect with a rifle is the most dangerous
person on the planet. A handgun is no match for a
rifle. Neither is a shotgun. Nothing short of an
engine block will stop a high-powered rifle round.
Not a car door, not a ballistic vest, not a telephone
pole, not even a brick wall. If someone has a rifle
and bears you ill will, get out of Dodge and call for
the S.W.A.T team or that really acrobatic guy with
the sword from Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon.
Some people who see the flashing red and blue
lights approaching in their rear view mirror and
hear the police siren do not, as the law requires,
pull immediately to the right when it is safe to do
so. Instead, they move directly into the traffic lane
the cops need to use. Or they just stop right there

in front of you like they're doing you a favor. Or
they stubbornly keep driving in your lane, perhaps
in the hope that if they ignore you, you will eventually go away. Advancements in both noiseproofing and stereo speakers may have something
to do with this (they can't hear you coming because
they're driving some car with a sound-baffled interior or they're blasting their music) but odds are,
the offending driver is just plain confused or drunk
or both. There is nothing on God's green earth
more aggravating to an officer than a driver like
this, especially if he is trying to get to an armed
robbery in progress, or to respond to assist an
officer who is being shot at. Even the most reasonable officer has been known to uncork a series of
howled obscenities at such drivers. Sometimes that
officer has been me.
But maybe it is not the driver's fault. Perhaps
in driver education training they have changed
their curriculum such that test questions look
something like this:
Question 1. When an emergency vehicle
approaches with its lights and siren on, you are to:
A. Floor it. After all, you have your own little
emergency-the pro shop closes at six and you
have to get your tennis racket restrung in time for
doubles with Fitzwater from Marketing.
B. Block the emergency vehicle with your own, roll
down your window, and politely ask the officer to
keep the noise down.
C. Pull over, and then pull back in right behind the
emergency vehicle, following it closely, invoking a
relationship not unlike that of a halfback and his
blocking fullback.
D. Try and beat the emergency vehicle to the light.
There's a sliver of daylight! You can just make it!
E. Solemnly pledge to someday obtain a valid
driver's license.
F. All of the above.

People who happen to be around when the
police walk by like to affect an air of innocence and
say, "I didn't do it." The first time I heard this, I
thought it was mildly amusing. After the four trillionth time, it's a might shop-worn, akin to sayings
like, "Having fun yet?" or "You go, girl." Let's
band together and come up with some fresh material. Any ideas out there? What do you say we
make it a contest? I'll give a box of original glazed
.Krispy .Kreme donuts to whoever can come up with
the best one-liner. The winner will be announced
in the fall. Family and friends of the writer and
editor will not be prohibited from entering. In fact,
they will be encouraged to do so, and will probably
end up winning.

0

NE ENCOUNTERS NUMEROUS PROBLEMS WITH

the English language on this job. Not long ago, I
was filling out some arrest-related paperwork and
I asked my prisoner how he spelled his middle
name, which was pronounced "D'Angelo." He
didn't know. I was called to one assignment where
a man was agitated at a Middle Eastern convenience store clerk who he felt had short-changed
him on a purchase. The indignant man said of the
clerk, "He can't even speak well English!" And at
the drive-through, I still can't get my partner to
order two cheeseburgers deluxe instead of two
cheeseburger deluxes.
As a police officer, you have to move easily
between worlds. One minute you're talking to a
hardened gang member trying to get a line on an
armed robbery suspect, and you're matching him
slang for slang. The next minute you're speaking
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with the alderwoman, who wants something done
about the dope house down the street, or you're
trying to obtain the details of a sexual assault from
a victim without further victimizing her. You need
to draw on the street-wise sensibilities of Ice Cube,
the linguistic brilliance of Churchill, and the sensitivity of Oprah. So it would behoove one to pay
attention in rhetoric class.
Drug users, particularly heroin addicts, often
carry syringes in their pockets. Before you search
them, ask them if they have anything sharp on
them, like knives or needles. Once in a while,
they'll be honest and tell you and you can lessen
the danger of slicing your hand open on their paraphernalia. If they deny possessing any sharp
objects, and you end up cut by something on their
person, it's easier to hold them civilly liable
because you asked first. It's pretty cold comfort,
but it's better than nothing. Just to be on the safe
side, I always pat down the outside of a pocket
before putting my hand inside it, and I wear a pair
of specially designed cut-resistant gloves which cost
me fifty dollars at the police supply store. It's money
well spent if you want to remain relatively disease
and cut-free. And besides, I enjoy telling my mother
that my gloves are cut-resistant. It's the kind of thing
mothers like to hear from their sons. f
In the early 90s, A.P. regularly schooled the editor of
this magazine in basketball with a dizzying array of
post-up jumpers, deft scoop shots, and something that
to this day is still respectfully referred to on campus as
"The Move. ,, [Ed. Note: The writer has wisely
declined any re-matches in the decade since.]

CALLING
God gave him
The gift of words,
The gift of voice,
And the gift of rhythm.
He felt called
To employ those gifts
On behalf of his people
Who had no voice like his own.
He felt called
So he practiced his gift.
He felt called
So he mastered the code.
He learned to speak
Of the Children of Israel
And knew his listeners understood him
To be speaking of Negroes in America.
He learned to speak
Of wandering in the wilderness
And he knew his listeners understood him
To be speaking of segregation.
He learned to speak
Of looking for the promised land,
And he knew his listeners understood him
To be speaking of America's own hallowed
documents:
The promised land,
Where all men were created
Equal and free equally
To pursue happiness.
He could sense the power of his words.
People stared at him with wide eyes,
Uplifted faces.
They believed what he told them.
They believed what he told them
About the Children of Israel
Finding the promised land
In their own lifetimes.
But he was frightened
That they believed
What he told them
Because he didn't believe it himself.
He wanted to believe.
But he didn't,
Not really, no matter how much
He wanted to.

He felt like a fraud before
Those who counted
On him to tell them the truth.
And he was frightened.
When he would reach the climax
Of his sermons
The faithful would call back:
Show us, lead us.
He felt like a fraud because
He was twenty-four years old,
And he didn't know the way
To the promised land.
He felt like a fraud because
He didn't know.
So he prayed intently
For knowledge he didn't have.
He prayed intently to cease being
The fraud he felt himself to be.
He prayed intently
And faith comforted him
Because he did believe in God.
He did believe in his own calling
Because he did believe in God
God would not abandon him.
And yet he wondered
And yet he wondered in the dead of night
If he were
A false prophet.
Would he lead his people
Not to the promised land?
Would he lead his people
To the abyss of destruction?
He prayed for deliverance
For Providential intervention.
He prayed for guidance while
His faith wavered like a candle flame.
And he kept on preaching
Because that was his gift.
And we didn't get
To the promised land
But we did get him, and
He did lead us.

Fredrick Barton

Gilbert Meilaender

THE REBEL ANGELS, A NOVEL BY ROBERTSON
Davies, Ozy Froats, a scientist, is discussing his
theories about body types with Simon Darcourt,
priest and scholar. Froats believes there is little one
can do to alter one's body type, a dismaying
message for Darcourt, who had hoped by diet and
exercise to alter his tendency toward a round, fat
body. Froats says of such hopes:
To some extent. Not without more trouble
than it would probably be worth. That's
what's wrong with all these diets and
body-building courses and so forth . You
can go against your type, and probably
achieve a good deal as long as you keep at
it....You can keep in good shape for what
you are, but radical change is impossible.
Health isn't making everything into a
Greek ideal; it's living out the destiny of
the body.
Froats' reference to "a Greek ideal" is not a
throwaway line. The art of classical Greece, whatever the differences in portrayal, aimed to depict
the body in idealized, perfected form-<:apturing
thereby for sight the Greek eros, a longing for pure
being that is not enmeshed in the messiness of a
world of becoming. It is no surprise therefore that
it was a "Grecian urn" that moved Keats to desire
a love "forever panting and forever young/All
breathing human passion far above."
Christians need not throw stones at such a
longing, as they sometimes have; for, as
Augustine's examination of his own restless heart
revealed, this longing for perfection is finally a
longing for God.
And what is this God? I asked the earth
and it answered: "I am not he," and all
things that are on the earth confessed the
same. I asked the sea and the deeps and the
creeping things with living souls, and they
replied: "We are not your God. Look
I

N
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above us." I asked the blowing breezes,
and the universal air with all its inhabitants answered: ''Anaximenes was wrong.
I am not God. I asked the heaven, the
sun, the moon, the stars, and "No," they
said, "we are not the God for whom you
are looking." And I said to all those
things which stand about the gates of my
senses: "Tell me about my God, you who
are not He. Tell me something about
Him." And they cried out in a loud voice:
"He made us."
When misplaced or misidentified, however, this
longing is easily transformed into something quite
different-into, simply, a longing for more of this
life. Not for something qualitatively different, but
just for more of the same.

I

, AND WHEN WE MAKE THAT MISIDENTIFICATION,

we are bound to begin to think about the bodies
which locate us in this realm of change and
becoming in ways that are mistaken and, ultimately, dehumanizing. The body becomes, then,
just a means for acquiring more of this life. Its
desires, its transitoriness, and its longings do not
point us beyond ourselves but enmesh us ever
more fully in ourselves. We learn to think of
ourselves as what Paul Ramsey once called "useful
precadavers--sources of tissues and organs that
can keep other bodies going a little longer. And
then the great medical breakthroughs that have led
to new possibilities in organ transplantation
become nothing more than a "problem"-namely,
that there are not enough organs for transplant.
Rather than giving thanks for what we call "the
gift of life," we discuss ways to lay hands more
effectively and more rapidly on the parts of those
useful precadavers.
To be sure, there is nothing wrong with loving

and savoring this life-and nothing wrong with
fearing and opposing death. But the idealized body,
the eternally youthful body, is not the real body.
That real body immerses us in a life that has its
own characteristic trajectory-from a beginning in
the womb (or, sometimes these days, in a petri
dish) that is mostly potential, to a zenith when we
are at full flourishing, to an (inevitable) decline in
which only a diminishing amount of our characteristic capacities remains. There is not some moment
in this trajectory at which we are most "ourselves."
On the contrary, from zygote to irreversible coma,
the body locates our person as a single continuous
history. It is a timeful history, a narrative, that
either points to something qualitatively differentbeyond itself-or ends in a whimper, not a bang.
Apart from the hope of such completion and fulfillment, what can the body be? Only that "useful
precadaver"-a source of organs and tissues to
keep some other body going a little longer, but not
the (timebound) place of our personal presence.
And then, when the day comes that we run out of
technological "fixes," there remains only one way
left to assert the kind of control that an idealized
body would exercise: namely, an engineering of
death that frees our "real" self from the constraints
of the body.
Better, I think, to agree with Ozy Froats:

Health is living out the destiny of the body.
Everything depends, then, on what that destiny is
and on what the body may become. Everything
depends on the question put to Ezekiel: "Son of
man, can these bones live?" Not: can they live a
little more of the same, or live a bit longer? But:
can they really live? Can the story of this body be
one that rides time and is not simply ridden by itan embodied life that is qualitatively different from
the one we know, that is not just more of the same?
The simplest meaning of Easter is that it
provides the occasion for us to see what living out
the destiny of the body-living it out not by engineering death but by suffering it-may, by the
grace of God, mean. If Easter points to the body's
destiny, we need not snatch for an idealized bodily
perfection ahead of time. If Easter offers a glimpse
of the body's destiny, we should not stifle the
heart's eros by supposing that more of the same
could be what we desire. We are, then, freed from
the tyranny of the search for Health-freed to be
grateful for enough health to enable us to live out
the destiny of the body. f
Gilbert Meilaender is the Phyllis and Richard
Duesenberg Professor of Christian Ethics at
Valparaiso University.

Caesar's due

Jeanne Heffernan

A

FEW MONTHS AGO ONE OF MY BRIGHTEST

students stopped by the office to chat about his
experience as an intern in Washington. As so many
do, he had gone to the capital brimming with
enthusiasm and a youthful zeal to make a difference. He arrived in the beltway a true believer; he
left a cynic. What disturbed him most about the
national political scene was not the stuff of headline news-graft, conspiracies, sexual vice. Rather,
it was the subtler ways in which people misused
each other. Working for one of the national party
committees, this young man interacted with an
elite corps of party officials responsible for setting
the agenda for the upcoming elections. One of
these officials in all seriousness encouraged his
interns to date women from the opposing party
committee so as to conduct "informal reconnaissance." He encouraged them, in other words, to
abuse the trust of other human beings.
The Italian nationalist, Cavour, candidly
observed, "If we did for ourselves what we do for
our country, what rogues we should be." His
observation, I think, applies equally well to ordinary politics. If we did for ourselves what we do
for our candidates, what rogues we should be.
Perhaps it is time to identify the roguish elements
of election-year politics and subject them to the
moral scrutiny we apply to behavior in any other
sphere of social life. Such an analysis would be
timely, indeed, since pundits are predicting a long
and bitter election season, complete with smear
campaigns from both sides. The detectives of dirt
are out in full-force. We have already had a taste
of this with the recycled allegations regarding
Bush's military service and the sadly routine accusations of marital infidelity against Kerry. These
charges are perfect fare for a media-saturated
culture. With the advent of television, political
campaigns have become personality and image
driven. Sound bites sell, analysis doesn't. Symbolic
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politics, often no more substantial than a word or
phrase, rules the day.
Thoughtful observers across the political spectrum have lamented these developments. They criticize symbolic politics, image creation, negative
campaigning, and other unsavory features of
contemporary politics, which feed the cynicism of
the electorate. But few have stopped to consider
these developments in a theological light. It is
worth doing so because the political order, in one
way or another, influences every aspect of our
common life, whether sacred or secular. For
Christians in the mainstream of the tradition, there
is something fitting about this influence, since they
recognize political authority as divinely ordained
for high purposes. These believers find support for
this conviction in scripture. They note that Paul
exhorts his listeners to "be subject to the governing
authorities.. .instituted by God"(Romans 13:1)
and that he counsels the brethren to offer prayers
of intercession and thanksgiving "for kings and all
who are in high positions"(1 Timothy 2:1-2).
Likewise, these believers adopt an attitude of
respect for the offices of politics, following Peter's
injunction to "honor the emperor" (1Peter 2:17).
Such references are suggestive of what a
Christian disposition toward political authority
should be, but they do not constitute a developed
concept of Christian citizenship. The elemental
convictions about the origin of government and the
respect it commands, cited above, require elaboration. One can find this elaboration in the political
theology of such figures as Thomas Aquinas and
John Calvin. Aquinas, for instance, rejected the
view that government was simply remedial of sin
and argued that government of some kind would
have been necessary before the fall. This seems
implausible to a modern audience accustomed to
seeing political authority primarily as an agent of
coercion and punishment. For Aquinas, though,

the punitive function of government, made necessary by sin, was secondary and accidental to its
main function: ensuring the conditions for the
fullest moral, intellectual, and spiritual development of persons. In other words, political authority
was charged with care for the common good. John
Calvin vested government with the same important
functions and in extravagant terms praised political
office. Reflecting upon Paul's famous dictum in
Romans 13, Calvin insisted, "[N]o man can doubt
that civil authority is, in the sight of God, not only
sacred and lawful, but the most sacred, and by far
the most honourable, of all stations in mortal life"
(Institutes 4:20).

P.TER AND PAUL AND AQUINAS AND CALVIN

wm

not naive. Th~y had an acute sense of sin and the
temptation to abuse authority. Political corruption was no less common in their day than it is in
ours. Yet, they were able to hold in tension two
fundamental principles: first, though an office is
ordained by God, there is no guarantee that it will
be exercised in a godly way, and second, that the
corrupt exercise of an office does not corrupt the
office itself. A challenging implication follows:
Christians must respect political authority irrespective of who wields it. But what does "respect"
entail? Surely it does not entail passive acceptance
of grievously unjust laws (the last century testified
to the tragic cost of such quietism). Nor does it
prohibit the removal of bad men from office.
Civil disobedience and, in extreme cases, revolution find warrant in most Christian political
thought. (Aquinas and Calvin, for example, identify circumstances in which Christians are bound
to disobey the law, and their intellectual heirs
identify circumstances necessitating revolt.)
Importantly, in these cases neither civ,il disobedience nor revolution is anarchistic, but rather each
aims to restore genuine authority, that is,
authority true to its divine ordination.
Under ordinary conditions, however, respect

for government requires obedience to the law. But
it requires much more than that. Most of us are not
in danger of serious lawbreaking; our temptations
and choices are less dramatic. As we enter another
election season, it is important to consider what
these are. Campaigners face the temptation of
mudslinging or, worse, character assassination, in
order to win a seat. Reporters confront the pressure to produce yellow journalism to satisfy
consumer taste. · Editorial writers wrestle with the
lure of the easy ad hominem attack. And private
citizens struggle with a secret delight in the foibles
of public officials.
If these appear to be small matters, then our
perception could stand readjustment. The cumulative effect of such decisions on our polity is
dramatic; as a people, we are either degraded or
ennobled. But these decisions are not only important in the aggregate. They matter to the individual
soul. The wisest teachers in the Christian tradition,
starting with the master Teacher himself, sternly
warn against sinful words and attitudes that harm
the reputation of other people. They inveigh against
the sins of detraction, calumny, and rash judgment--categories not much in vogue, but pertinent
nevertheless. These sensitive observers strictly
distinguish between the public airing of another's
defects made necessary for public safety, for
instance, and the kind of derogatory speech found
in the "politics of attack" that plagues our culture.
They forbid false statements-even against a rightly
despised opponent, and they condemn the disposition just to assume the moral fault of another. How
different would American politics be if Christians
considered the relevance of these categories to our
public life?
In this election year it is timely to reflect on our
ordinary political conduct in light of ancient theological principles. This, too, is due to Caesar.

f

Jeanne Heffernan teaches Political Science at
Pepperdine University and directs the university's
Washington D. C. Internship Program.

Mass in B Minor
0. P. Kretzmann
(The Pilgrim, April 1941)
A dark afternoon in early Spring..
. . In a few hours some of our
students of music are coming to
my house to do one of the most
unusual things which children of
the twentieth century can do ....
They are coming to hear the Mass
in B Minor. ... To listen to a man
who spoke the universal language
of music more powerfully than
anyone else in the Western World
these two thousand years .... My
guests tonight will be the sons and
daughters of a great tradition ....
It is a curious thing that we shall
hear the Mass third hand. . . .
Written by Bach, performed by a
choir in a city on which bombs will
be raining when we listen, its
almost incredible power will come
out of a little machine equipped
with a needle and a series of black
discs. . . . Perhaps there is something comforting in the thought
this dark afternoon that men and
women will be listening to these
massive echoes of an earlier day
and a better faith when all our
momentary Caesars have done
with their hoarse shouting and
childish rattling of guns....
In preparation for my
company I have been listening to
the Mass alone this afternoon ....
Born of the music, stray thoughts
have wandered in and out.... At
the risk of belaboring the obvious,
I must again note the intimate
connection between religion and
art, especially the art of music ....
It is no accident of time that our
60161
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age has produced nothing great in
the field of religious art.... No
great painting, no great sculpture,
no great music.... True, we have
one or two great churches, and
perhaps a few great interpreters of
the music of another day, but
nothing beyond that.... We don't
think and feel greatly about our
faith .... It is still an axiom that a
cheap and easy religion likes cheap
and easy art.... This is particularly true of music.... The sickliness of much of our religion is
painfully reflected in the sentimentality of our religious song. . . .
Recently one of our church journals opened its pages to an argument concerning the type of music
which is to be sung in our
churches .... Much of the discussion was beside the point. . . . It
was argued that the music of the
Church must come out of the
heart of the people.... If a given
generation has a religion which is
cheap and soft and worldly, the
music of the Church, it was
implied, should reflect that kind of
religion .... Hardly.... The music
of religion must come out of the
heart of the people, but not out of
the heart of a single generation ...
. There must be timelessness and
universality about it. . . . If we
believe the same things which
Bach believed, we shall be able to
understand him and his music ....
If we cannot understand him,
something is wrong with us and
not with him ....
Faith and music are not twins.
... The first is far more important
than the second. . . . They are
mother and child. . . . It is

inevitable that a child will have
some of the beauty and glory of its
mother.... As I listen to the Mass
in B Minor this still Spring afternoon, the years drop away, and I
hear the far echo of the men and
women who have made music for
Him whose hand plays the melody
of the spheres....
David singing in the night, the
traditional hymn in the Upper
Room,the subdued music of the
saints in the catacombs. . . . In
early paintings and carvings they
represented Christ as Orpheus
with his lyre .... A beautiful idea.
... The final music of the voice of
God changing men by its forgiving
power into something new and
different and better.... After the
catacombs the chanting of the
Church for 1900 years, from
cathedral and chapel, from cloister
and choir, from altar and pew....
The long silence of the people
until an Augustinian monk told
them to sing again because they
were an essential part of the choir
of God on earth.... Luther knew
that heaven never denies gifts like
music to the many. . . . He knew
also that it is not difficult for the
faithful heart to understand the
music of the Church. . .. Perhaps
in this way also the truths of our
faith are very much like the truths
of music. . . . A child can understand them, and the sage must
puzzle over them. . . . Is there a
child who does not know the
meaning of the majestic monosyllables, "Come unto Me, all ye
that labor and are heavy laden,
and I will give you rest"? . . . Is
there a saint or sage who has not

stared at these words in amazement and wonder? . .. A child
holds all the treasures of faith,
guides its life by their light, and
lives in a faith as simple as it is
complete .... As the child becomes
the sage, there is no change in this.
. . . There is, however, a growing
and glowing increase of experience .... We relate the treasures of
one part of the Divine plan to the
wisdom of another part. . . . It is
not that mysteries cease to be
mysteries, but that we see them
more clearly as mysteries of glory.
... So also with great music....
You must begin as a child and end
as a child.... What lies between is
a long and tortuous road, but it
leads finally to a better and greater
childhood.... The humility of the
sage before the presence of greatness is childlike....
Kyrie Eleison
Only the opening lines of the
"Crucifixus" exceed in majesty the
first four bars of the Kyrie Elison
in the Mass in B Minor. . . .
Massive and solemn. . . . The
reluctant, spirit-driven march of
the soul to the dwelling place of
eternal grace and mercy! . . . This
is the way our faith must be
approached. . . . Not easily and
lightly, but with the deep
consciousness that here is the Holy
of Holies in life. . . . And the
march must begin with the "Kyrie
Eleison." , .. Always and forever! .
. . There is no other way for man
to approach God except through
"Lord, have mercy.". . . I have
often noted that the "Christe'
Eleison" is more joyful in spirit
than the opening movement. . . .
How mysteriously right that man
in Leipzig could be .... We ask for
the mercy of God in Christ . .. . He
is our Priest, our Mediator, our
only reason for mercy....

Gloria
With the angelic song over the
fields in Bethlehem music came
into its birthright.... For the first
time it was able to pour out its
melody in the consciousness of a
full and accomplished redemption.
... No wonder that the "Gloria" is
an essential part of the liturgy of
the Church .... I played the eight
movements of the "Gloria" of the
Mass several times this afternoon ..
.. Up and down the ladder of gratitude they climb. . . . And then
suddenly we hear the poignant
realization of unworthiness in the
"Qui Tollis." ... Somehow I like
this passage better than the
"Crucifixus." . . . There is a
tenderness about it, a warmth of
love, both human and divine ....
A touch of our Lord's tender
"Father, forgive them, for they
know not what they do." ... A few
moments ago I noticed again the
recurring undertones of the
sadness of sin throughout the
"Gloria." ... This is our first and
hardest fact-God exiled from the
soul of man. . . . Fearful as they
are, the physical and visible catastrophes that befall men are only
the outward symbols of the invisible and infinite tragedy enacted in
the depths of man's soul. ... Alone
he cannot join in the music of the
"Gloria" which God gave him at
Bethlehem. . . . In fact, he cannot
even enjoy life .... In a world in
which God is an exile man must be
a stranger.... He can understand
himself and his highest glory only
in and through God. . . . Life
becomes his possession only when
he has surrendered it to Him Who
bought it on Calvary. . . . That is
why the "Qui Tollis" is at the heart
of the "Gloria." . . . Finally the
only source of glory is in the
Cross. . . . The glory of His Love
and our Redemption ....

From the Cross Bach moves
upward on a note of conquest....
The sound of lost trumpets for the
world and for the souls of men ...
. The rising and swelling choir of
glory, the great company of all the
sentinels of praise before the
Cross, the psalmists and the
prophets, the heralds of heaven,
the evangelists and the saints-all
the poor in spirit, all the meek and
lowly of heart, all whose knees
have been hurt by the hard dust of
Calvary, all the antiphonal choirs
on earth, singing the responses for
the choir unheard and unseen
these 1900 years .... They sing the
"Gloria." ... The glory of a world
into which He came, the glory of a
history which reached its summit
when He came, the glory of a life
which reflected, once and forever,
our future glory. . .. Perhaps, at
another day and hour, I shall be
able to listen to the "Credo,"
"Sanctus," and ''Agnus Dei." . . .
Undoubtedly one of the most
remarkable characteristics of the
Mass in B Minor is its sustained
power. . . . When you feel that
Bach has reached the summit of
his genius and can go no higher, he
takes you another breathless step ..
. . Around here somewhere is the
final mark of greatness, both in
music and in faith .... A constant,
relentless striving to places far and
high .... Higher than we had ever
dreamed, higher than our faith had
reached, higher than our hope had
soared.... It is good to know that
once at least, in sound and melody,
a man caught the undercurrents of
life, the continuity of faith, the
unity of history, the meaning of
time, the glory of hope, and the
eternity of Love....
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